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Ágrip 

Rannsóknir á hljóð- og myndmiðlun víkingaaldarefnis eiga sér talsverða sögu 

innan miðaldafræða. Tónlistin í slíkri miðlun hefur þó hlotið litla athygli. Í þessari 

ritgerð er leitast við að greina þróun tónlistar í miðlun víkingaaldarefnis frá 2010 til 

2022. Rannsóknin er byggð á fimm tegundum efniviðar, þar á meðal kvikmyndum, 

sjónvarpi og leikjum, og á þeim grunni er sett fram tímalína þar sem sýnd er þróun 

valinna stefja á því tímabili sem til rannsóknar er. Niðurstaða rannsóknarinnar er að 

veruleg breyting hafi átt sér stað í öllum þeim stefjum sem rannsökuð voru og þannig 

hafi hugmyndir áheyrenda um „sannan víkingaaldarhljóm“ einnig breyst. 
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Abstract 

The study of Viking audiovisual media is well established within the field of 

Medieval studies. Little focus, however, has been paid to the musical soundtracks of the 

media in question. As such, this thesis seeks to examine the development of soundtracks 

to Viking media from 2010 to 2022. Drawing on five pieces of evidence, including film, 

television, and games, a timeline will be created, showing how a selection of musical 

tropes have developed throughout the period proposed. This thesis concludes that there 

has been a significant change across all tropes analysed and, as such, audience 

perceptions of an “authentic Viking sound” have also shifted.  
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1. Introduction   

In the film How To Train Your Dragon (2010), the protagonist attempts to slay a 

dragon, proclaiming “I am a Viking!” Nearly seven years later, in the hit television 

series Vikings (2016), a Viking earl is laid to rest in a ship burial. Four years after this, 

the trailer for the action-adventure game Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla (2020) was released 

on YouTube. Despite the difference in release date and medium, all three immediately 

conjure up the idea of a heroic Viking past to the eyes of the audience through the use of 

visual historical markers, narrative tropes, and, as this thesis will demonstrate, the 

soundtrack. 

Viking and Medieval-inspired audiovisual media is by no means a recent 

innovation. From Wagner’s Ring Cycle onward, there has been a fascination with the 

Viking Age in the Western public eye.  Interpretations and reinterpretations of Nordic 1

mythology inspired countless countless films in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, 

and this trend is only growing in popularity. In turn, this has led to the emergence of 

scholarship which seeks to discuss, analyse, and criticise this media. The study of 

Medieval cinema specifically remains the oldest and most popular of these disciplines; 

television studies developed during the 1970s and 80s, while with the majority of work 

games was written in the past two decades.  However, the study of music used within 2

these projects remains an under-researched field, particularly concerning projects 

created in recent years. While many have debated the likes of Wagner’s operas or 

liturgical adaptations to the point of repetition, there is a relative lack of scholarship 

concerning the soundtrack to audiovisual media in the twenty-first century.  3

 Barbara Eichner, “Richard Wagner’s Medieval Visions,” in The Oxford Handbook of Music and 1

Medievalism, ed. Stephen Meyer and Kirsten Yri (New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 175; Jón 
Karl Helgason, “Popular Culture,” in Handbook of Pre-Modern Nordic Memory Studies: Vol 1, ed. Jürg 
Glauser, Pernille Hermann and Stephen Mitchell (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2018), 370.

 Charlotte Brundson, “Television Studies,” The Encyclopedia of Television, 2nd ed. (Chicago: Fitzroy 2

Dearborn, 2004), 1646; Espen Aarseth, “Computer Game Studies,Year One,” accessed April 23, 2022, 
http://www.gamestudies.org/0101/editorial.html. 

 Eichner, “Richard Wagner’s Medieval Visions,” 175.3
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More importantly, scholarship that does in fact engage with soundtrack of 

Medieval media does so in an overly generalised manner: Medieval, Viking, and fantasy 

soundtracks are considered as a whole, rather than as individual genres. Indeed, the 

fantasy genre has long been connected to the Medieval; elements of the supernatural 

and magic abound in both, usually within what a modern audience might consider a 

“realistic” setting.  Similarly, as the Viking Age and the Medieval period overlap, it is 4

understandable when they are treated as one genre within media.  However, due to this 5

conflation of genres, little attention has been paid to “Viking” soundtracks specifically. 

This, combined with the lack of engagement with historical soundtracks as a whole, 

creates a significant gap in scholarship. It is this gap in scholarship gap in scholarship 

that this thesis seeks to fill, addressing the issue of how the sound of “Viking” media 

has developed from 2010 to the time of writing. This will be done through the lens of 

Reception Theory. 

1.1 Reception Theory and Questions of Authenticity 

The origins of Reception Theory in textual analysis date from the 1960s, first 

appearing in the work of Hans Robert Jauss. However, it was the essay Encoding/

decoding, written by Stuart Hall a few years later, which became one of the most 

influential texts in the study. This essay argues that the producer of a piece of media — 

the encoder — sends a particular message to the audience — the decoder. As such, 

content is not simply passively received by an audience: meanings and context must be 

interpreted.  When considering historical media, Hall states that a “‘raw’ historical 6

 Angela Jane Weisl, “Coming of Age in the Middle Ages: the Quest for Identity in Medieval Novels for 4

Young Adults,” in Medieval Afterlives in Contemporary Culture, edited by Gail Ashton (London: 
Bloomsbury Academic, 2015), 167—8.

 The Viking Age can defined as the time period between the first raid on Lindisfarne in 793, and the 5

defeat of Harald Hadrada in 1066, and will be defined more clearly later in this chapter. The Middle Ages 
cover a wider time and geographical period. 

 Stuart Hall, “Encoding and Decoding,” in Culture, Media, Language: Working Papers in Cultural 6

Studies, 1972-79, edited by Stuart Hall, Dorothy Hobson, Andrew Lowe, and Paul Willis (Taylor & 
Francis e-Library, 2005), 117.
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event” cannot be fully transmitted by media.  It is subjected to the “complex formal 7

‘rules’ by which language signifies”.  This means that objective accuracy is impossible 8

to transmit to an audience. 

Reception theory is therefore especially important when considering the concepts 

of accuracy and authenticity together in historical fiction, be it novels, film, television, 

or games. There are certain tropes and conventions that appear repeatedly in Medieval 

media. When these are used, the audience immediately comprehends the Medieval 

context, and has an unspoken understanding of what to expect. As such, authenticity is 

created through the audience’s expectations from the media in question, which 

inevitably include errors in accuracy that have repeatedly occurred throughout past 

Medieval media. It is therefore the creation of a world grounded in conventions from 

past media in the genre, which gives the feeling of authenticity to its target audience. 

Questions surrounding historical “accuracy” have long been debated in the study 

of Medieval media more generally, not simply Viking media. These came to the 

forefront of scholarship in the 1960s and 1970s, with the idea that neither fictional nor 

historical writing could perfectly capture the objective reality of history.  However, 9

these can give the impression of “authenticity”. While the concepts of accuracy and 

authenticity are often conflated, it is useful to distinguish between the two in the context 

of audience perceptions. I define “historical accuracy” as the objective, accepted facts 

of the past, which are consistent and verifiable with tangible evidence as established by 

academic research. Authenticity, on the other hand, is subjective. A text may give the 

 Hall, “Encoding and Decoding,” 118. 7

 Hall, “Encoding and Decoding,” 118. 8

 Laura Saxton, “A True Story: Defining Accuracy and Authenticity in Historical Fiction,” Rethinking 9

History 24, no. 2 (2022): 129.
8



impression of accuracy while not strictly adhering to fact. Instead, an authentic text 

simply gives a sense of genuine: it “feels right”  to an audience.  10

The nature of music as an interpretative art form lends an additional layer of 

difficulty when considering accuracy and authenticity. Roeder notes that, while a 

physical musical score might be considered an “accurate” iteration of a composer’s 

wishes, as soon as it is performed, the artist’s interpretation deviates from that strict 

accuracy.  When considering improvised melodies, there is no composer nor score, so 11

the concept of accuracy cannot be applied. Roeder’s caveat for musical authenticity — 

that an authentically-performed work must follow both a preserved notation and adhere 

to the conventions of the time — also cannot be considered here, as neither of these 

have been preserved from the Viking Age.  In order to study the soundtracks of Viking-12

inspired media, we must therefore rely on the definition of authenticity outlined 

previously: something that “feels right” to the audience. In the context of this thesis, 

that means using musical conventions that have been repeated and developed over a 

number of centuries, that have become associated with the Viking Age to a modern 

audience. 

In recent years, much has been written about accuracy and authenticity in relation 

to Medieval media, particularly film.  In turn, many of these concepts can be applied to 13

musical soundtracks specifically. Salih considers authenticity from the viewpoint that 

 Victoria Cooper, “Modding and Authentic, Gritty Medievalism in Skyrim,” in The Middle Ages in 10

Modern Culture: History and Authenticity in Contemporary Medievalism, ed. Karl Alvestad and Robert 
Houghton (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2021, 2016), 161.

 John Roeder, “Authenticity, Accuracy and Reliability of Artworks: A Review of the Literature, with 11

Some Notes about the Challenges Presented by Digital Media, draft version 2,” (InterPARES 2 Project, 
2004): 9.

 Roeder, “Authenticity, Accuracy and Reliability of Artworks,” 10. 12

 Recent volumes that give a broad overview of authenticity within Medieval media include Alvestad, 13

Karl and Robert Houghton, ed. The Middle Ages in Modern Culture: History and Authenticity in 
Contemporary Medievalism. London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2021; Ashton, Gail, ed. Medieval Afterlives 
in Contemporary Culture. London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015; Robinson, Carol, Pamela Clements and 
Richard Utz, ed. Neo-Medievalism in the Media: Essays on Film, Television, and Electronic Games. New 
York: Edwin Mellen Press, 2012; Bernau, Anke and Bettinga Bildhauer, ed. Medieval Film. Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2009.
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the past is continuously reshaped by present issues, ideas that are echoed by Walker 

some years later.  They agree with the notion that even academic histories cannot 14

capture an accurate past, but that the presence of established tropes that have become 

associated with the Medieval in film that determines if a project is perceived as 

authentic by an audience.  Salih takes this one step further, arguing that attempts at 15

accuracy should not matter when creating Medieval media, as long as the media in 

question is perceived as authentic by the target audience.  16

This is particularly relevant to music due to the irretrievable nature of Viking Age 

music. Most music in both the Viking Age and the wider Medieval period was 

improvised, especially secular music.  Even liturgical chant, which makes up the vast 17

majority of extant Medieval music, was most often recomposed at a later date, and the 

development of musical notation used at the time is now difficult to decipher.  18

Instruments that have been discovered and recreated using experimental archaeology 

present challenges when attempting to recreate playing techniques; even when 

employing traditional folk techniques with these instruments, it is impossible to 

corroborate these with any accurate Viking Age music.  19

Furthermore, creators are faced with the challenge of providing media that gives 

the impression of accuracy, to an audience which is often ill-informed about the realities 

 Sarah Salih, “Cinematic Authenticity-Effects and Medieval Art: A Paradox,” in Medieval Film, ed. 14

Anke Bernau and Bettina Bildhauer (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2009), 20; Alison Tara 
Walker, “What’s in Your Wallet?: How to Construct an ‘Authentic’ Middle Ages,” in Neo-Medievalism in 
the Media: Essays on Film, Television, and Electronic Games, ed. by Carol Robinson, Pamela Clements, 
and Richard Utz (New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 2012), 150—1.

 Salih, “Cinematic Authenticity-Effects and Medieval Art,” 20; Walker, “What’s in Your Wallet?,” 151.15

 Salih, “Cinematic Authenticity-Effects and Medieval Art,” 21.16

 Lawrence Earp, “Reception,” in The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Music, ed. Mark Everist, 17

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 335. 

 Earp, “Reception,” 335.18

 Einar Selvik, unpublished interview with author, February 2, 2022; certain attempts have been made to 19

reconstruct the sound of the Viking Age. The 2017 MA thesis by Chihiro Tsukamoto MA thesis considers 
the role of archaeology and experimental archaeology in these attempts. Musicians have also used 
modern folk techniques in combination with this experimental archaeology to find a sound quality or 
timbre that could match that of the Viking Age. However, both of these can only result in speculation.
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of the Middle Ages.  Saxton considers the commercial value of authenticity in the 20

wider genre of historical fiction, an idea which Houghton and Alvestad apply to 

Medieval fiction more specifically.  They state that there is an increasing demand for 21

accuracy from audiences themselves, which stems from the wider commercialisation of 

the Medieval.  Audiences have shifted from passively receiving knowledge to driving 22

the discussion itself, and, as such, marketing of Medieval media often places importance 

on the accuracy of any given project.  This argument certainly makes sense in context 23

of the musical development explored in this thesis. 

There is also the question of what Beavers and Warnecke have termed “negativity 

bias”.  This means that media featuring violence, dirt, blood, or other similar aesthetic 24

or narrative tropes, is viewed as more authentic.  Cooper echoes this view, adding that 25

instances of “gritty Medievalism” are increased when audiences have more control over 

content, such as modding in video games.  At first glance, this concept may seem less 26

relevant to soundtracks specifically than those outlined above. However, this “negativity 

bias” does, to some extent, influence how silence and sound effects are used within the 

context of music. This shall be discussed further in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 

While this scholarship primarily considers “Medieval media” as a whole, this 

thesis focusses on “Viking media” specifically. “Viking media” should be taken to mean 

any audiovisual media set during, or heavily inspired by, the history and primary 

 Robert Houghton and Karl Alvestad, “Introduction: Accuracy and Authenticity — Interactions in 20

Contemporary Medievalism,” in The Middle Ages in Modern Culture: History and Authenticity in 
Contemporary Medievalism, edited by Karl Alvestad and Robert Houghton (London: Bloomsbury 
Academic, 2021), 1;5.

 Saxton, “A True Story,” 127—8. 21

 Houghton and Alvestad, “Introduction,” 1–2.22

 Houghton and Alvestad, “Introduction,” 2—3.23

 Sian Beavers and Sylvia Warnecke, “Audience Perceptions of Historical Authenticity in Visual Media” 24

in The Middle Ages in Modern Culture: History and Authenticity in Contemporary Medievalism, edited 
by Karl Alvestad and Robert Houghton (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2021), 83.

 Beavers and Warnecke, “Audience Perceptions,” 83.25

 Cooper, “Modding and Authentic, Gritty Medievalism in Skyrim,” 170.26
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sources of the Viking Age. The Viking Age can broadly be defined as the time period 

between the first raid on Lindisfarne in 793, and the defeat of Harald Hadrada in 1066.  27

It is characterised by repeated raids and invasion by those living in northern Europe, 

primarily present-day Norway and Denmark, on the peoples of the British Isles and the 

European continent.  Most of what is known about this period is the result of 28

archaeological study, literature, and foreign chronicles, however none of these present 

an objective history.  This, combined with the impermanent nature of performed music, 29

adds a unique difficulty when considering the concepts of accuracy and authenticity 

within a musical context; it is impossible to overstate the irretrievable nature of Viking 

Age music. 

1.2 The Study of Medievalism in Music 

Several recent publications address issues of music in Medieval media. Studies in 

Medievalism XXVII: Authenticity, Medievalism, Music (2018), edited by Karl Fugelso, 

is the first attempt at an interdisciplinary volume that touches on the sound of 

Medievalism. It considers a variety of primarily twentieth-century audiovisual media 

from a number of perspectives, with topics ranging from issues of racism to the use of 

chant in video games. The Oxford Handbook of music and Medievalism (2020), edited 

by Stephen Meyer and Kirsten Yri is similar and range and scope to the above, covering 

a large range of subjects, from Vietnam-Era Film in America to aspects of the Medieval 

seen in Wagner’s operas. While few of the chapters included within these publications 

deal with Viking soundtracks and authenticity concurrently, a number of these chapters 

have been influential while researching this thesis. 

 Stefan Brink, “Who Were The Vikings,” in The Viking World, ed. Stefan Brink and Neil Price (New 27

York: Routledge, 2008), 5.

 Gareth Williams, “Raiding and Warfare,” in The Viking World, ed. Stefan Brink and Neil Price (New 28

York: Routledge, 2008), 193.

 Else Roesdahl and Preben Meulengracht Sørensen, “Viking Culture,” in The Cambridge History of 29

Scandinavia, Vol 1, ed. Knut Helle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 121; Jesse Byock, 
“The Family and Sturlunga Sagas: Medieval Narratives and Modern Nationalism,” in Viking Age Iceland, 
ed. Jesse Byock (London: Penguin Books, 2001), 142. 
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Returning to the concept of repeated tropes, Kolassa gives a brief overview of the 

most common tropes present within Medieval cinema. These include the use of a 

trumpet fanfare, chant, and rhythmic percussion within a spiritual setting.  However, 30

most scholarship focusses on a single element of Medievalist music within a limited 

corups, providing an in-depth yet often isolated analysis. Breen focusses on a single 

aspect of Medieval soundtracks. He provides a remarkably in-depth synopsis of the folk 

music revival in 1970s Britain, one which influenced and successfully ties this into the 

wider musicological context of both film soundtracks and metal music.  Outwith these 31

volumes, specific attention has been paid to individual, isolated musical tropes. Monelle 

discusses the use of the horn as a subconscious identifier of war,  and Beeman argues 32

that silence is as much a part of music as deliberate sound.  While both of these are 33

excellent arguments that are considered within the actual analysis of this thesis, neither 

consider the wider context of Medieval and Viking soundtracks. 

The use of chant is explored by both Whittaker and Karen Cook. Whittaker’s 

argument that chant represents purity certainly makes sense within the scope of his 

article.  His study of the films The Seventh Seal (1957) and Black Death (2010) and 34

their use of chant in tandem with explorations of the plague indicate that this is a well-

established trope within Medieval cinema.  However, Cook’s survey of the use of chant 35

within Medieval-inspired video games would suggest it is used to indicate a fantastical 

 Alexander Kolassa, “The Past is a Different Planet: Sounding Medievalism in Aleksei German’s Hard 30

to be a God,” in Studies in Medievalism XXVII: Authenticity, Medievalism, Music, ed. Karl Fugelso 
(Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2018), 240.

 Edward Breen, “Medieval Folk in the Revivals of David Munrow,” in The Oxford Handbook of Music 31

and Medievalism, ed. Stephen Meyer and Kirsten Yri ( New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 225.

 Raymond Monelle, “Horn and Trumpet as Topical Signifiers,” Historical Brass Journal 13 (2001): 104.32

 William Beeman, “Silence in Music,” in Silence: The Currency of Power, ed. by Maria-Luisa Achino-33

Loeb (New York: Berghahn Books, 2005), 24.

 Adam Whittaker, “A Plague of Medievalism Upon You All: Medievalism, Music, and the Plague,” 34

in Studies in Medievalism XXVII: Authenticity, Medievalism, Music, ed. Karl Fugelso (Cambridge: D. S. 
Brewer, 2018), 206.

 Whittaker, “A Plague of Medievalism,” 206.35
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other.  The media considered as part of this thesis resonates with both of these 36

viewpoints, and it is therefore one of my subsidiary goals questions to establish whether 

there is a single “Viking” sound that transcends media formats, appearing in cinema, 

television, and games. 

Other contributions to these publications are less straightforward in their 

approach. James Cook, for example, presents a more tenuous approach to authenticity in 

music. His assertion that there is an inherent link between Celtic folk music, women, 

and the concept of freedom cannot be applied in most case studies in this thesis, and is 

to me a far-fetched assertion.  However, his analysis of non-original rock and metal 37

music within Medieval media provides an excellent basis from which this thesis 

builds.  38

One further volume stands out within this wider scholarship. John Haines’s Music 

in Films on the Middle Ages: Authenticity vs. Fantasy (2013) is remarkably different in 

structure to the previous volumes mentioned. Where the latter dedicated individual 

chapters to a single piece of media, Haines considers one musical trope at a time, 

providing a timeline of where that trope is seen and how it develops across Medieval 

cinema in the twentieth century. These tropes include bells, fanfare, courtly music, the 

troubadour, and chant; each one is accorded a chapter in this volume. Each chapter 

incorporates a number of different pieces of media, creating a timeline of how that 

single trope is used, and how it develops over time. I think this is a remarkably 

successful approach. Not only does Haines cover a similar range of media as the 

volumes above, but by approaching the subject in a chronological manner, manages to 

draw connections between media that the above scholars do not.  

 Kolassa, “The Past is a Different Planet,” 190.36

 James Cook, “Fantasy Medievalism and Screen Media,” in The Oxford Handbook of Music and 37

Medievalism, ed. Stephen Meyer and Kirsten Yri (New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 735.

 Cook, “Fantasy Medievalism,” 739—40.38
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These volumes all share the same glaring issue: there is a distinct lack of 

engagement with more recent media as a whole. Haines’s volume concludes with The 

Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey,   released in 2012, although this is understandable 39

given the volume was published the following year.  The most recent piece of media 40

mentioned in both Authenticity, Medievalism, Music (2018) and the Oxford Handbook 

(2020) is the hit HBO television series Game of Thrones,  which ran from 2011 to 41

2019.  Crucially, neither of these analyses treat the series within the context of 42

contemporary soundtracks. Larrington considers Game of Thrones within the wider 

context of Medieval media, with little engagement with the soundtrack. Cook, does the 

inverse, focussing solely on the connections between rock and metal music, and the 

soundtrack itself. 

1.3 Structure and Method 

The structure of this thesis is similar to the timeline model used by Haines. I will 

consider four tropes: orchestration and instrumentation, the use of folk music, vocals, 

and the influence of popular music. This research has been conducted by “close 

listening” to the soundtrack — picking out instances of these specific musical tropes 

from the wider soundscape. I will trace their development from 2010 to 22 across three 

phases. These are broadly chronological, although some overlap is to be expected. 

Phase 1 is representative of Viking soundtracks at the start of the decade and uses 

examples from 2010—14; it outlines the musical associations held by audiences during 

the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. This will establish a musicological 

 The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, directed by Peter Jackson (2012; New Line Productions, 2013), 39

DVD.

 John Haines, Music in Films on the Middle Ages: Authenticity vs. Fantasy (New York: Routledge, 40

2013), 153.

 Game of Thrones, created by David Benioff and Daniel Weiss, HBO Entertainment, 2011—19.41

 Carolyne Larrington, “Mediating Medieval(ized) Emotion in Game of Thrones,” in Studies in 42

Medievalism XXVII: Authenticity, Medievalism, Music, ed. Karl Fugelso (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 
2018), 35—42; Cook, “Fantasy Medievalism,” 739.

15



baseline from which an analysis can be built. This is primarily characterised by rich, 

post-romantic orchestral textures, limited use of folk instruments, lyric-less choral 

music, and distinct instances of popular music. The Hobbit trilogy (2012—14) and the 

first How To Train Your Dragon film (2010) will be considered in this chapter 

Phase 2 is an intermediary period during which the musical tropes outlined in 

Phase 1 begin to develop, spanning from 2013 to 2019. Here, a new “Viking sound” 

begins to emerge, one that builds on the established audience associations from Phase 1, 

but is not yet representative of the most recent examples of Viking media. 

Instrumentation becomes less grand, folk motifs begin to emerge as independent 

melodies, vocals become independent from orchestral textures and influences from 

primary sources begin to appear in lyrics. Instances of popular music become less 

frequent, and electronic instruments feature more often. The second and third 

instalments of the How To Train Your Dragon trilogy (2014 and 2019) will be 

considered here, in addition to early seasons of both Vikings (seasons 1—3, released 

2013—15), and the first two seasons of The Last Kingdom (released 2015—17). 

Finally, Phase 3 represents what is now considered an “authentic” Viking sound, 

seen in media from 2015 to 2022. It represents the culmination of the development seen 

in Phases 1 and 2, and the conclusion of the resulting significant musical shift. Folk 

motifs and instruments come to the forefront of the instrumentation, as do solo voices. 

Lyrics are often composed in Old Norse or modern Nordic languages. Independent 

instances of popular music no longer feature, but electronic effects are blended with 

traditional instruments to create new, interesting sounds. The final seasons of the two 

television series are analysed in this chapter: seasons 3—6 of Vikings (released 2015—

20) and seasons 3—5 of The Last Kingdom (2018—22). It also features the soundtrack 

to Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla (2020). 

This thesis will refer to specific musical cues present in the films and television 

series analysed by the time stamps at which they occur. This is not possible for 

16



Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla, due to the interactive nature of games. As such, time stamps 

from individual tracks on the official game album will be used instead. 

1.4 Corpus 

The media analysed in this thesis is comprised of two film trilogies, two television 

series, and one game. This corpus spans both the timeframe considered, considering 

media released between 2010 and 2022, as well as the breadth of genres covered by the 

term “audiovisual media”: cinema, television, and games. 

The Hobbit film trilogy (released 2012, 2013, and 2014)  is an adaptation of 43

J.R.R. Tolkien’s novel of the same name.  It tells the story of a hobbit named Bilbo, 44

who joins a company of dwarves led by the prince Thorin Oakenshield. Together they 

must reclaim the stronghold Erebor from the dragon Smaug. On the way, they encounter 

trolls, the wizard Gandalf, a necromancer, the elven Queen Galadriel, and Thorin’s arch-

enemy the orc Azog. Both the novel and the film trilogy draw heavily on Viking 

symbolism, aesthetics, and narrative tropes, earning it a place in this analysis, and it is 

due to the close relationship between “Medieval” and “fantastical” that The Hobbit has 

been included in this thesis. 

The How To Train Your Dragon film trilogy (released 2010, 2014, and 2019)  is 45

also an adaptation from the series of children’s fantasy novels of the same name by 

Cressida Cowell.  The film trilogy follows the life of a Viking named Hiccup and his 46

 The trilogy is made up of: The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, directed by Peter Jackson (2012; New 43

Line Productions, 2013), DVD;  The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug, directed by Peter Jackson (2013; 
New Line Productions, 2014), DVD; The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies, directed by Peter 
Jackson (2014; New Line Productions, 2015), DVD.

 J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit, or There and Back Again (London: Allen & Unwin, 1937). 44

 The trilogy is made up of: How To Train Your Dragon, directed by Chris Sanders and Dean DeBlois 45

(2010; DreamWorks Animation, 2010), DVD; How To Train Your Dragon 2, directed by Dean DeBlois 
(2014; DreamWorks Animation, 2014), DVD;  How To Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World, directed 
by Dean DeBlois (2019; DreamWorks Animation, 2019), DVD. 

 Cressida Cowell, How To Train Your Dragon (London: Headline Publishing Group, 2003–15).46
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dragon friend Toothless. In the first film, they must convince Hiccup’s father, the village 

chief, that dragons are not the vicious enemy they are made out to be. In the subsequent 

two films, the newly-allied dragons and Vikings fight off a number of threats, such as 

trappers and a rival dragon army, before the dragons must leave the Vikings and enter a 

“Hidden World” for their safety. The trilogy also follows the romance between Hiccup 

and Astrid, a young Viking woman, and that of the dragon Toothless and his mate the 

Light Fury. 

The television series Vikings (2013—20)  follows the adventures of a number of 47

semi-historical figures, including Ragnar Lothbrok, the shieldmaiden Lagertha. Across 

the six seasons, a huge number of storylines develop — far more than can be detailed 

here — such as Ragnar’s desire to raid England and the continent, power struggles for 

Earldoms, and religious turmoil. Notable characters include the children of both Ragnar 

and Lagertha who become caught up in the political turmoil of their parents, the monk 

Athelstan who wrestles with his faith until his death, and the historical figure Harald 

Finehair, attempting to conquer Norway for himself.  

Similarly, the series The Last Kingdom (2015—22)  is set in Viking Age 48

England. Based on the series of children’s novels The Saxon Stories by Bernard 

Cornwell,  it follows the life of Uhtred of Bebbanburg, a young Saxon boy who is 49

captured by Danish raiders, and his primary love interest, the Saxon girl Brida. Both 

characters are brought up in the liminal culture between Saxon and Dane; like Vikings, 

this series explores the religious and political turmoil of Viking Age England over the 

span of around 60 years. The series features historical figures such as Alfred the Great 

and his daughter Æthelflæd, although the cast of characters is primarily fictional. While 

there is some temporal overlap between Vikings and The Last Kingdom, the liberties 

 Vikings, created by Michael Hirst, History Channel, 2013—21.47

 The Last Kingdom, created by Stephen Butchard, BBC Two then Netflix, 2015—2.48

 Bernard Cornwell, The Saxon Stories (New York: HarperCollins, 2004—20).49
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taken by each series when representing historical timelines make it near-impossible to 

align the two.  

Finally, Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla (2020)  is the latest of games in the Assassin’s 50

Creed franchise. The players take on the role of an assassin from the past, who uses a 

machine to access their ancestors’ memories. Each game explores a different historical 

time period and setting. Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla offers the chance to play as Eivor 

Varinsdottir, a fictional Norwegian Viking leader, who attempts to settle with her clan in 

Viking Age England. Players can interact with historical figures such as Harald Finehair 

and King Alfred, and also explores the same questions of identity and religion to both 

Vikings and The Last Kingdom. 

 Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla, Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Anvil, 2020, PC/Playstation/Xbox.50
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2. Musicological Baselines 

The following chapter is an analysis of media representing the soundtracks to 

Viking and Viking-inspired media until the early 2010s — Phase 1. It will discuss the 

three instalments of The Hobbit trilogy: An Unexpected Journey (2012), The Desolation 

of Smaug (2013), and The Battle of the Five Armies (2014), in addition to the first 

instalment of the How To Train Your Dragon trilogy (2010).  

2.1 The Hobbit 

The scores for The Hobbit trilogy were written by prolific Canadian composer 

Howard Shore, employing many of the leitmotifs and musical tropes established in 

Shore’s score for the Lord of the Rings trilogy  (2001—2003). Shore’s early career as a 51

composer for high-profile horror films, most notably The Fly (1986) and Silence of the 

Lambs (1991), undoubtedly influenced the dramatic, emotive nature of his score for 

Middle Earth. Due to the narrow timeline in which the three films were released, in 

addition to the relative lack of development of musical style between the films, the 

trilogy shall be considered here as a whole. 

2.1.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation 

Like much early twenty-first century fantasy media, the score for The Hobbit calls 

for a 92 person symphony orchestra, in addition to a 60 person SATB choir, 30 boy 

sopranos, and three further vocal soloists.  It relies heavily on rich orchestral textures, 52

recalling the complexity of Romantic-era symphonic orchestration from which Shore 

 The trilogy is comprised of The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, directed by Peter 51

Jackson (2001; New Line Cinema, 2002), DVD; The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers directed by Peter 
Jackson (2002; New Line Cinema, 2003), DVD; The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King, directed 
by Peter Jackson (2003; New Line Cinema, 2004), DVD.

 Jon Burlingame, “Composers Scale Up Scores for Epic Projects,” accessed March 12, 2022, https://52

variety.com/2014/artisans/awards/composers-scale-up-scores-for-epic-projects-1201375618/.
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gained much inspiration for the music of Middle Earth.  More generally, the 53

orchestration of Viking media before 2010 was greatly influenced by stylistic traits of 

the Romantic period, particularly the works of Richard Wagner (1813—1883) and his 

contemporaries.  While none of the Romantic era operas based on Viking myth aim for 54

any level of authenticity to the Viking Age, this sound has nonetheless become 

associated with narratives concerning the Viking Age for modern audiences. Haines also 

notes the use of large-scale symphonic orchestras to create an idea of musical nostalgia, 

the longing for an undefined past, which also plays into these associations.  55

This is particularly the case with the French horn and bass section. The idea that 

horns can conjure the “lure of an heroic age” would certainly explain its subconscious 

association with fighting, hunting, and kingship on screen or in games.  The practical 56

use of horns in Viking Age warfare can also lend some element of authenticity to that 

association.  This is particularly evident in this trilogy, particularly during The Battle of 57

the Five Armies.  The initial preparations for war undertaken by various characters in 58

the film feature horn solos.  Character deaths, including that of Thorin the dwarven 59

leader and his long-standing orcish enemy, also feature a brass fanfare, signifying their 

heroism.  The arrival of both the orcish and elven armies is signalled by a horn 60

fanfare.  Interestingly, this marks a break from the established elven musical 61

 “Howard Shore: ‘I write film music in a 19th-century world. I live in a forest’,” Classic FM, accessed 53

March 12, 2022, https://www.classicfm.com/composers/shore/news/interview-hobbit-lord-of-the-rings/.

 Eichner, “Richard Wagner’s Medieval Visions,” 175; 179. I am defining the Romantic Era as the 19th 54

century movement in Western classical music, characterised by large-scale, emotionally charged 
orchestral and operatic works.

 Haines, Music in Films, 24.55

 Terry Jones, “Epilogue: Re-Creating the Medieval World,” in Neo-Medievalism in the Media: Essays 56

on Film, Television, and Electronic Games, ed.  Carol Robinson, Pamela Clements, and Richard Utz 
(New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 2012), 290; Monelle, “Horn and Trumpet,” 102; 105.

 Monelle, “Horn and Trumpet,” 104.57

 Monelle, “Horn and Trumpet,” 105.58

 The Battle of the Five Armies, 1:08; 5:20; 51:30.59

 The Battle of the Five Armies, 2:10:55; 2:20:11.60

 The Battle of the Five Armies, 25:15; 44:00.61
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associations characterised by male soprano and choral vocalisations:  this is a war, and 62

the soundtrack reflects this. This change in instrumentation is also seen when the fishing 

community living at the base of the mountain must prepare to fight.  The leitmotif 63

associated with these characters had up until this point been played by the string 

section.  However upon the eve of war, it is taken up by a solo horn, reflecting the 64

change from peaceful villagers to desperate fighters undergone by the inhabitants. 

This association with heroism is also seen in the extended use of the French horn 

in the dwarven leitmotifs, repeated throughout their quest across Middle Earth. 

Moments of particular importance to either Thorin’s reign often feature this specific 

instrumentation, regardless of the leitmotif in question. The audience’s first view of the 

dwarven stronghold Erebor is accompanied by a solo horn melody, which features again 

when the company first sees this on the horizon.  Speeches by leaders across the 65

narrative are are all similarly scored for horn solos, as is the long-awaited, mountainous 

ascent to said dwarven stronghold in the second film.  Similarly, narrative flashbacks 66

to Thorin’s previous instances in battles.  During the final instalment of the trilogy, 67

Thorin is subject to “dragon sickness” — he is corrupted by the gold formerly hoarded 

by the dragon. During these moments, the use of horns is limited; instead, the 

soundtrack is primarily scored for strings, distinctly marking this change in moral 

compass.  However, as he takes up his role as leader once more, and during his 68

subsequent death in battle, the brass accompaniment returns, subconsciously signalling 

to the audience that his heroic status has been restored.  69

 The Desolation of Smaug 48:08; 57:24.62

 The Battle of the Five Armies, 1.08.63

 The Desolation of Smaug: 1:22:48.64

 An Unexpected Journey, 2:34; 2:50:40.65

 An Unexpected Journey, 29:33; 45:56; 1:53:02; The Desolation of Smaug, 1:59:33.66

 An Unexpected Journey, 49:43; The Desolation of Smaug, 31:45.67

 The Battle of the Five Armies, 21:20; 1:04:06.68

 The Battle of the Five Armies, 1:36:10; 2:08:20; 2:10:55. 69
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Horns have also been used as a visual motif that strengthens these associations in 

the eyes, as well as the ears, of an audience. The use of horn and trumpet fanfares on 

screen can be traced to Allan Dwan’s 1922 film Robin Hood, during which a pair of 

trumpeters can be seen on screen playing a fanfare.  The image of a single, large horn 70

on screen, used as a warning or a call in battle, first appeared in Richard Fleischer’s 

1958 film The Vikings, subsequently becoming increasingly popular with directors. This 

imagery features multiple times throughout The Hobbit trilogy. The first instance of this 

is a warning horn sounded during the original dragon attack.  A similar horn sounds is 71

also seen during the final battle, and again during Thorin’s funeral.  Other instances of 72

smaller hunting horns also appear.  Haines describes this imagery as the “ultimate 73

diegetic musical expression” of Middle Ages in cinema, and this is certainly evident 

within this trilogy.  74

2.1.2 Folk Influences 

Shore makes use of a large symphony orchestra and choir. The score also calls for 

instruments not normally required within a symphonic context are also present, notably 

East Asian and Celtic folk instruments.  The use of folk instruments is not altogether 75

unique for a fantasy soundtrack, however the sheer size of the orchestra required often 

means that these instruments blend into the wider musical texture. This is very often the 

case in The Hobbit. It is also worth noting that the Hardanger fiddle present in the 

original Lord of the Rings trilogy, used particularly in the Rohan leitmotifs is absent; in 

The Hobbit, comparable string folk motifs are played on a violin. The reasoning behind 

 Haines, Music in Films, 45.70

 An Unexpected Journey, 6:42.71

 The Battle of the Five Armies, 1:35:40; 2:20:11.72

 The Desolation of Smaug, 1:02.20; The Battle of the Five Armies, 1:50:28.73

 Haines, Music in Films, 66.74

 Burlingame, “Composers Scale Up Scores for Epic Projects.”75
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this musical choice is not clear. The commercialisation of The Hobbit may have called 

for a more familiar orchestral sound where fewer musical risks could be taken — 

distinct folk instances could be out of place given audience expectations of such a grand 

fantasy epic. Alternatively, the absence of the characters with which the Hardanger 

fiddle had been associated, meant that Shore no longer wanted to create that specific 

sound. Regardless, this deliberate choice to not include distinct folk instrumental solos 

gives a focused sound to the trilogy: this is a quest, and the orchestration rarely veers 

from the necessary dramatic soundscape. 

However, the instances of diegetic music  heard at various points within the 76

trilogy call for this unusual instrumentation. The first example in the trilogy is during a 

flashback to a hobbit party, where a folk melody scored for fiddle, banjo, and tin whistle 

is heard, although the band itself is not shown on screen.  This folk-like quality of 77

hobbit music had already been established in Shore’s scoring of the original Lord of the 

Rings trilogy (2001—3), in scenes featuring parties or drinking songs, and The Hobbit 

follows in this vein, although with notably fewer instances. These should not be classed 

as “folk influences” per se, but do mark an interesting break from the orchestral motifs 

outlined above. The lack of use of folk instruments is primarily due to the decrease in 

these instances of diegetic music between The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings 

trilogies. 

2.1.3 Vocals 

The use of chant in cinema is often linked to ritualistic moments on screen, and 

often accompanies ideas of danger, the supernatural, or death.  This supernatural 78

association is particularly relevant in The Hobbit. The elven leitmotifs are, almost 

without fail, sung by a choral ensemble rather than played by the orchestra. 

 Diegetic music forms part of the setting; it can be heard by characters on-screen. 76

 An Unexpected Journey, 9:50.77

 Whittaker, “A Plague of Medievalism,” 216.78
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Appearances by the elven queen Galadriel are accompanied by wordless chant, with the 

notable exception of her battle against the necromancer,  which features bass chanting, 79

lower brass, and a pipe organ.  Similarly to the instrumental shifts described above, 80

this dramatic shift in tone and addition of brass instruments taps into the subconscious 

musical associations with battle. Vocals within Shore’s compositions are loud and 

dramatic, fitting perfectly into the full, intricate orchestral textures. This matches the 

heroic, drama-filled narrative on screen, providing the trilogy with an epic musical 

backdrop. Much like the choice of instrumentation and lack of folk music, the intense 

vocals present in the soundtrack fulfil audience expectations for the high-stakes fantasy 

epic which is The Hobbit. 

2.1.4 Popular Music 

There has been a long association between popular music and Medieval cinema. 

While this does not contribute to authenticity — indeed the opposite occurs— this 

thesis will consider how instances of popular songs begin to fall out of fashion, and 

instead how electronic instruments become incorporated into the orchestral body. Cook 

argues that popular music is used in Medieval and fantasy narrative as a means to bring 

the audience back to the present.  It is primarily used in the end credits of film, or the 81

opening credits of television, both moments where the fictional world created has 

already collapsed. This use of popular music also acts as an element of familiarity to the 

audience, allowing them to relate to the narrative on a more personal level. 

The soundtrack to the end credits of An Unexpected Journey, “Song of the Lonely 

Mountain”,  was performed by Neil Finn of Fleetwood Mac, and is another iteration of 82

the “Misty Mountains” melody, sung earlier in the film a capella by the dwarf cast. The 

 An Unexpected Journey, 1:43:35; The Battle of the Five Armies, 30:07; 31:55.79

 The Battle of the Five Armies, 30:07.80

 Cook, “Fantasy Medievalism,” 739—40.81

 Neil Finn, “Song of the Lonely Mountain,” track 12, disc 2 on The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey 82

Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Deluxe Version. 2012, Spotify.
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following two instalments use similar music during the end credits. The Desolation of 

Smaug features an original song, “I See Fire”,  composed by Ed Sheeran and told from 83

the viewpoint of one of the dwarven company. The credits of the final film play over 

“The Last Goodbye”  sung by Billy Boyd of Lord of the Rings fame, and is again 84

written from the point of view of one of the dwarven company. These three 

contributions walk the fine line of fitting into the genre of popular music well enough to 

bring the audience back to the present, but still blending into Shore’s established 

soundscape. This change of genres is therefore not jarring for the audience, and allows 

them to hold onto the magic of the world of The Hobbit for a little longer.  

Shore’s scoring does not prominently feature electronic instruments; the 

soundtrack is entirely acoustic. This is typical of Viking soundtracks at this point in 

their development. It is not until later media that the influence of popular music 

becomes a part of the soundscape, blending with the instrumental textures established 

here. 

2.2 How To Train Your Dragon 1 

The first instalment of the How To Train Your Dragon trilogy (2010) was 

soundtracked by the British composer John Powell. His earlier career was marked by a 

number of other animated fantasy films, including the Shrek (2001) and the Ice Age  

(2006—2022) franchises. Unlike The Hobbit, the subsequent two films of the How To 

Train Your Dragon trilogy (released 2014 and 2019) will be considered in the following 

chapter, due to their similarities with later media considered in this thesis.  

 Ed Sheeran, “I See Fire,” track 28 on The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug Original Motion Picture 83

Soundtrack Deluxe Version. 2013, Spotify.

 Billy Boyd, “Song of the Lonely Mountain,” track 20 on The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies 84

Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Deluxe Version. 2014, Spotify.
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2.2.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation  

Powell’s aim for a “grand and epic” sound quality to this score has certainly been 

achieved.  He credits Sibelius as inspiration for much of his orchestral work, as well as 85

the 1958 film The Vikings.  He also acknowledges the influence Romantic-Era 86

Germanic orchestration, again proving the substantial influence of this period on 

soundtracks for Viking media.  This is particularly evident in his use of a full 87

symphony orchestra and choir for most of the score, in addition to his emphasis on the 

brass section, specifically the French horn. The opening title sequence features a slow 

horn fanfare, accompanied by long drone notes on the tuba.  A horn solo over a large 88

orchestral accompaniment, plays during the first dragon attack on the Viking 

stronghold.  Another horn solo is heard when Hiccup attempts, to finally kill Toothless, 89

utters the iconic affirmation “I am a Viking!”  As such, from the very opening, the use 90

of the horn in combination with the drama of a full symphony orchestra sets up the 

implicit audience expectations for the ensuing dramatic, heroic narrative.  

Indeed, this aforementioned association between horns and Viking heroism is also 

prevalent throughout the film. The first meeting in the mead hall, filled with Viking-

esque imagery such as horned helmets, furs, and carved drink goblets, features a third 

horn solo in F major, as does the chief’s later proclamation that “today, my boy 

becomes a Viking!”  Many of the arena scenes also make use of a horn solo or brass 91

fanfare over an orchestral accompaniment, again usually in F major.  Through this, the 92

link between the concept of “Vikings" within the world of Berk, and the use of fanfare 

 Pond, Steve. “John Powell Goes Epic to Score ‘Dragon’.” Accessed March 12, 2022. https://85

www.thewrap.com/john-powell-goes-epic-score-dragon-24619/.

 Pond, “John Powell.”86

 Pond, “John Powell;” Haines, Music in Films, 47.87

 How To Train Your Dragon, 0:00.88

 How To Train Your Dragon, 4:13.89

 How To Train Your Dragon, 13:25.90

 How To Train Your Dragon, 9:28; 1:00:39.91

 How To Train Your Dragon, 16:54; 49:41; 1:03:45.92
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and horn solos, is clearly established. This link is further explored during scenes 

featuring flying or fighting; the subconscious association between Vikings, heroism, and 

the use of horns, is very much present within this soundtrack.  The audience 93

expectations for the soundtrack set up early in the film — the use of the French horn in 

moments of drama, heroism, and explicitly Viking imagery — follow through, as the 

use of this trope continues.  

One notable exception to this brass-heavy orchestration is when Astrid, a young 

Viking woman, is on screen. Her first appearance in the film during the initial dragon 

attack marks an obvious break between Powell’s typical scoring.  Here, an the 94

quintessential F major brass fanfare modulates into A flat major, primarily featuring 

upper strings, harps, and woodwind; despite the ongoing battle, the brass section has 

altogether dropped out. Later in the narrative when Astrid and Hiccup go flying, this 

theme is repeated first on a solo violin, then taken up by the lower string section.  95

Notably, Astrid does not fall into the category of the stereotypical “love interest” as 

described by Johnson, where female characters in Medieval narratives lose all agency 

after falling into the orbit of the hero.  Her character design is visually similar to that of 96

her male peers. She displays many of the qualities expected of a male Viking hero, 

notably leading her village into battle on multiple occasions — including, as stated, 

during the initial orchestrative shift. However, this musical shift is clearly due to her 

role as the love interest. Cook argues that Celtic music in Medieval media is often 

associated with matriarchy and freedom of women, which one might expect for such a 

character. This creates an irreconcilable dichotomy between Astrid as a character, and 

how she is treated musically. 

 Monelle, “Horn and Trumpet,” 104.93

 How To Train Your Dragon, 3:02.94

 How To Train Your Dragon, 54:15.95

 Valerie Johnson, “Maid Marian: NeoMedievalism and the Misogyny in the Reel,” in Medieval Women 96

on Film: Essays on Gender, Cinema and History, ed. Kevin Harty (Jefferson: McFarland & Company, 
Inc., 2020), 71.
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2.2.2 Folk Influences 

Powell makes use of a full symphony orchestra and choir. Like Shore, Powell 

occasionally uses folk instruments within the wider orchestral texture. These include 

northern European instruments such as the Irish flute, Hardanger fiddle, bagpipes, and 

uilleann pipes. There is an occasional separation between these influences and the post-

romantic orchestration that characterises most of the score for How to Train Your 

Dragon, however these largely remain part of one musical soundscape for much of the 

film. Distinct folk influence is far more evident in Powell’s later work, and will also be 

discussed in future chapters, due to the second and third instalments of the trilogy being 

released in Phase 2, when the use of folk influences within Viking soundtracks had 

begun to change.  

2.2.3 Vocals 

The primary medium for vocal contributions to this soundtrack is through the use 

of chant. While Shore’s use of chant is as a symbol for the supernatural, Powell uses it 

as a “historicising agent”.  Liturgical music makes up the body of written music 97

preserved from the Medieval period at large, primarily in the form of plainchant.  The 98

oldest complete manuscript of Office chants used in the Gregorian tradition.  Much 99

liturgical chant was recomposed after the Viking Age. However, academically speaking, 

it is still grounded in a tradition of music in Medieval media.  Chant has therefore 100

been transformed into a tradition that is both historic and timeless, conjuring up images 

of an undefined past.  101

 Whittaker, “A Plague of Medievalism,” 216—7.97

 Earp, “Reception,” 338.98

 Earp, “Reception,” 338.99

 Whittaker, “A Plague of Medievalism,” 216.100

 Whittaker, “A Plague of Medievalism,” 218.101
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Chant is used in Powell’s work as a means to show the audience that this film is 

set in the nebulous past of the Viking Age. He also uses it as a means to emphasise 

dramatic moments in the narrative on screen. The initial dragon attack features a section 

of bass chanting, as does Hiccup’s attempts to forge tools for his dragon.  A variety of 102

choral textures also feature throughout the final battle. Bass chant returns during the 

fleet’s approach to the dragon nest, and again, bass chanting continues sporadically 

throughout this battle, accompanied by a post-Wagnerian orchestral texture.  103

Significantly, however, Hiccup’s fall at the very end of the battle is accompanied by a 

solo soprano vocalisation, very clearly marking the end of the violence.  While Shore 104

and Powell’s use of this musical medium may differ — Shore uses it as a harbinger of 

the supernatural and Powell as a historicising agent — both composers make use of 

chant, like their grand orchestration, as a means to do justice to the dramatic nature of 

the narratives on screen. 

2.2.4 Popular Music 

The previously-mentioned idea that popular music enables the collapse of the 

fictional world — and inevitably the established soundscape — is a trope also seen in 

this film. The Icelandic musician Jónsi, who is a member of Sigur Rós and has provided 

music for other fantasy media including Game of Thrones (2011—19), wrote and 

performed “Sticks & Stones”,  which features lyrics in both English and Icelandic. 105

Jónsi uses primarily electronic instruments and a typical 3-chord accompaniment during 

the verses. While the lyrics do not necessarily reflect the narrative of the film, they seem 

to describe the experience of dragon flight. This song during the end credits is the only 

real instance of popular music or electronic instruments within this film. This is a 

deliberate choice by Powell; the fictional world remains intact until the credits roll, 

 How To Train Your Dragon, 6:44; 36:15.102

 How To Train Your Dragon, 1:09:35.103

 How To Train Your Dragon, 1:23:16.104

 Jønsi, “Sticks & Stones,” track 24 on How To Train Your Dragon (Music from the Motion Picture). 105

2010, Spotify.
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when it disintegrates narratively, visually, and in the soundtrack simultaneously. While 

Jónsi’s soundscape does not match that of Powell, the use of Icelandic lyrics 

nonetheless provides a link between his music and the Viking world of the film.  

2.3 Musicological Baselines: Conclusions 

This chapter aims to establish the baseline — Phase 1 — from which musical 

tropes develop throughout the timeline that will be established in the following chapters. 

The media analysed here — The Hobbit trilogy (2012—14) and the first How To Train 

Your Dragon film (2010) — are representative of soundtracks for Viking and Viking-

inspired audiovisual media in the early twenty-first century.  

The most obvious is perhaps the similarity in instrumentation choices. Both Shore 

and Powell make use of full symphonic scoring, featuring rich post-romantic musical 

textures, drawing on centuries-old traditions and subconscious associations held by the 

audience. These not only provide an unspoken context to the Viking and wider 

Medieval characteristics of these films, but reinforce the dramatic, grandiose nature of 

the narratives on screen. Both composers create a link between the brass section and 

battle scenes on screen. Powell sets up audience expectations of a heroic narrative from 

the very start, combining a solo French horn with the unmistakably Nordic landscape on 

screen. In How To Train Your Dragon, horns implicitly represent the Viking essence of 

the narrative. In Shore’s work, the use of the heroic horn motif often supersedes specific 

character leitmotifs to emphasise the importance of the violence on screen, for example 

the scoring of the elven massacre in Battle of the Five Armies. In both cases, the scores 

provide the large, orchestral sound quality expected of Phase 1.  

Neither soundtrack makes particular use of folk instruments or folk motifs as 

individual contributions to the soundscape. When folk instruments are present, they are 

seamlessly blended into the orchestral fabric; there is no disconnect between the usual 

dramatic palette of a symphonic orchestral sound, and the more unexpected atmosphere 
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of this extra-symphonic instrumentation. This results in the dramatic nature of the 

soundtrack being sustained for the entirety of the film. On the one hand this is expected 

of Viking media in Phase 1: the influence of Romantic-era operas and the intense sound 

of twentieth-century Medieval cinema is still the expected soundscape. On the other 

hand, this results in a less personal connection to the media itself — this is not 

necessarily a sound that the audience can relate to on a more intimate level. 

 The majority of vocal music present in these soundtracks is choral, and, for the 

most part, also blends into the orchestral texture. This adds to the grandiose nature of 

the soundtrack. Shore uses vocals primarily as a harbinger of the supernatural, used to 

accompany elven characters or character deaths. Powell on the other hand treats chant 

as historicising agent, using it to cement the narrative in a nebulous historical past. 

However, this is not an attempt at historical accuracy — Powell does not draw on the 

extant examples of Medieval and Early Modern chant. Instead, chant is used by both 

composers to provide another layer to the already grand orchestration used in their 

respective compositions.  

Neither score features a notable use of electronic instruments. However, both 

feature popular music during the end credits. This acts as a means of returning the 

audience to the “real” world, breaking away from the soundscape built up through the 

narrative portion of the film. This is, in fact, the opposite of an attempt at authenticity, 

however it is important to establish as a base from which the use of popular music 

develops throughout the following decade. 

Overall, this results in a grand, emotive sound, often characterised by sweeping 

orchestral and choral motifs. It is highly emotive and filled with drama. This is 

characteristic of a huge proportion of fantasy and historical films produced at this time, 

resulting in a somewhat “generic”, a-personal sound. This is not a criticism; the scores 

provide the dramatic soundscape required for the on-screen narratives. However, they 
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do not provide the intimate, atmospheric quality of later projects that come with specific 

attempts at creating a historically accurate Viking sound. 
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3. Mid-decade: Turning Points 

This chapter — Phase 2 — will consider how the tropes established in Phase 1 

begin to develop, incorporating new ideas and techniques. This acts as a middle ground 

between Phase 1 and Phase 3, the current Viking sound. This chapter considers How To 

Train Your Dragon 2 (2014) and How To Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World (2019), 

the second and third instalments of the How To Train Your Dragon trilogy. It also 

considers seasons 1—3 of Vikings (2013—15) and seasons 1—2 of The Last Kingdom 

(2015—17).  

3.1 How To Train Your Dragon 2 & 3 

John Powell remained on board the project as composer. However due to the 

length of time between the first instalment of the trilogy (2010) and the subsequent 

films discussed in this chapter (released 2014 and 2019), his composition style 

developed parallel to trends in Viking soundtracks.  

3.1.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation 

Many of the orchestral tropes established by Powell in the first film remain 

constant throughout the trilogy’s soundtrack, most notably the use of horns and brass 

fanfares in association with warfare specifically.  Similarly, the association between 106

the French horn and the concept of being a Viking within the fictional world of How To 

Train Your Dragon also remains. During Hiccup’s speech following his father’s death in 

the second film, he effectively takes on the mantle of chief as a horn solo plays in the 

background.  During his speech regarding the quest to locate the “Hidden World,” 107

another horn solo can be heard.  This subconscious association between Viking heroes 108

 Monelle, “Horn and Trumpet,” 104.106

 How To Train Your Dragon 2, 1:17:18.107

 How To Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World, 30:50.108
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and the powerful sound of the horn carries over not only from the first instalment of the 

trilogy to the subsequent two, but also from Phase 1 to Phase 2 more generally. 

However, the later instalments of How To Train Your Dragon often feature smaller 

instrumental ensembles than the first. This is particularly evident during the opening 

sequence of each film. While all three films open with shots of a Nordic landscape, the 

first two are soundtracked by a horn solo in F major, and the same melody over an 

orchestral accompaniment in C major, respectively.  The third film, however, opens 109

with a rhythmic drum beat and a chromatic melody played by the brass section.  This 110

is not due to any lack of dramatic elements in the later films, indeed the trilogy becomes 

increasingly emotionally and narratively intense. The change in sound quality is instead 

an effort to create a darker atmosphere, one that sheds the more grandiose and 

bombastic nature of the first instalment (2010), for one that is both more intense and 

personal.  

3.1.2 Folk Influences 

Similar to Phase 1, instances of diegetic music in Phase 2 are often inspired by 

Nordic and Celtic folk traditions. The only instance of diegetic music within the How To 

Train Your Dragon trilogy appears in the second instalment. During the scene when 

Hiccup’s parents are reunited, the characters sing and dance around a campfire, 

accompanied folk fiddle, accordion, lyre, and penny whistle.  Not only does this Celtic 111

folk-inspired instrumentation blend well with Powell's soundscape, but the use of 

Celtic-inspired folk music as an accompaniment to dance is also significant. Celtic 

fiddle music largely used to accompany dance even in the twenty-first century, a trope 

 How To Train Your Dragon 0:00; How To Train Your Dragon 2, 0:35.109

 How To Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World 1:00.110

 How To Train Your Dragon 2, 57:20.111
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which is recognisable to a Scottish and Irish audience if not a wider one.  Here we can 112

begin to see the use of folk music as a means of connecting the Viking world of the film 

to an extant yet timeless tradition, one which has become a “shorthand”  for the 113

Medieval. 

It is, however, impossible to tell when exactly elements of this tradition date from. 

For the most part, Celtic folk music is transmitted through oral tradition alone, and there 

have been relatively few attempts to preserve this genre in written form.  The process 114

of learning Celtic folk music at large is through listening and repeating, transmitting 

these from one generation to the next through an informal yet rigorous way. Many 

traditional Celtic folk songs, a tradition called the Heroic Ballads, make reference to 

figures from history who have passed into legend, which Collinson argues means that 

the tunes themselves date to pre-Viking traditions of music.  There is no way to 115

corroborate this — indeed as discussed in the introduction, the primary issue when 

attempting to create accurate Viking Age music is the complete lack of concrete 

evidence for how this might have sounded — and as such Collinson’s argument seems 

far-fetched. Nonetheless, this tangible connection to the past, Viking or not, nonetheless 

gives the soundtrack an element of authenticity.  

The use of smaller instrumental ensembles certainly facilitates this development. 

The former Viking chief’s funeral is accompanied by a Celtic folk-inspired melody, 

played first on a folk fiddle before being taken up by bagpipes.  The dragon race in the 116

second instalment features an orchestral accompaniment, with solo uilleann pipes and 

 Francis Collinson, “Scottish Folkmusic: An Historical Survey,” Yearbook of the International Folk 112

Music Council 3 (1972): 36. Despite his English upbringing, Powell credits his Scottish heritage for the 
inspiration behind this folk influence.

 Cook, “Fantasy Medievalism,” 734.113

 Collinson, “Scottish Folkmusic,” 34; 35.114

 Collinson, “Scottish Folkmusic,” 37.115

 How To Train Your Dragon 2, 1:14:05.116
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folk fiddle, which then blend into the orchestral texture.  This is very different from 117

many of the flying scenes in the first film, which primarily feature brass drone notes or 

horn fanfares.  Similarly, when the Vikings are forced to leave their settlement in the 118

third instalment, this is accompanied by a French horn, penny whistle, and uilleann 

pipes.  This combination of smaller instrumental textures and increase in folk 119

influence is typical of Phase 2. Here, despite the remaining presence of the French horn 

or brass fanfares, a more distinct Viking instrumentation begins to appear, shifting away 

from the more grandiose, generic orchestral sound of Phase 1 and towards a more 

distinctly Viking genre.  

Another unusual aspect is the changes in tuning used in a number of these folk-

inspired passages. The modern concert pitch of A440 is used in all of Powell’s 

orchestral passages, however in many folk passages, the string section is tuned to 

Baroque pitch of A415. While the majority of the audience would not be able to identify 

the exact change in pitch, it nonetheless provides a change in tone quality. This could 

serve as a historicising agent — audiences familiar with Baroque-era music would 

certainly pick up on the change in tone quality. However, this musical choice could 

equally be an “aesthetic” one; the use of Baroque pitch adds an unusual dimension to 

the sound quality of the soundtrack, and should not be automatically labelled as an 

attempt at accuracy. Regardless, the potentially deliberate use of a historicising agent is 

worth noting within the context of this thesis. 

3.1.3 Vocals 

There is not a huge amount of development in Powell’s scoring for voice between 

the three films. The tropes and concepts outlined in Phase 1 — namely the use of chant 

blending into the orchestral texture — apply to the second and third instalments of the 

 How To Train Your Dragon 2, 2:15.117

 For example, How To Train Your Dragon, 43:29; 1:16:10.118

 How To Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World, 31:12.119
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How To Train Your Dragon trilogy. The only exception to this is the instance of diegetic 

song in the second instalment, discussed in the previous subsection due to its heavily 

folk-inspired nature.  

3.1.4 Popular Music 

The use of popular musicians within these two films is very similar to that of the 

first instalment. Jónsi returns with original music for the end credits of both films with 

the songs “Where No One Goes”  and “Together From Afar”.  Both of these feature 120 121

similar electronic instrumentation and harmonies to “Sticks & Stones”, although neither 

of these feature Icelandic lyrics. A track composed by the Norwegian Alexander Rybak, 

“Into A Fantasy”,  also plays during the end credits on the European and Slavic 122

versions of the second film.  As in Phase 1, these instances of popular music serve to 123

mark the end of the narrative, and the subsequent collapse of the established fictional 

world.  

The song’s violin and acoustic guitar accompaniment blend into Powell’s folk-

inspired soundscape, and the lyrics match Jónsi’s theme of dragon flight. Additionally, 

as in the first film, the later two instalments of the trilogy do not contain electronic 

instruments as part of the orchestral palette. 

3.2 Vikings (seasons 1—3) 

 Jønsi, “Where No One Goes,” track 19 on How To Train Your Dragon 2 (Music from the Motion 120

Picture). 2014, Spotify. 

 Jønsi, “Together From Afar,” track 17 on How To Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World (Music from 121

the Motion Picture). 2019, Spotify. 

 Alexander Rybak, “Into A Fantasy,” track 20 on How To Train Your Dragon 2 (Music from the Motion 122

Picture). 2014, Spotify. 

 This was not an original composition, and was added after the soundtrack had been finalised. 123

Margrethe Miljeteig and Troy Gulbrandsen, “Alexander Rybak: – Jeg jublet høyt da de sa de likte 
sangen!” accessed March 12, 2022, https://www.tv2.no/2014/06/17/underholdning/alexander-rybak/
5713737.
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The historical fiction drama Vikings aired on the Canadian network History 

Channel from 2013 to 2020, spanning six seasons. Seasons 1 through 3 — those 

considered in Phase 2 — aired between 2013 and 2015. The Canadian composer Trevor 

Morris spearheaded the project’s soundtrack, having previously worked on a variety of 

historical dramas including The Tudors (2007—2010) and The Borgias (2011—2013). 

Morris was joined by the Norwegian Einar Selvik in seasons 2, the latter also providing 

the vocals for the band Wardruna’s musical contributions to the soundtrack.  

3.2.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation 

Morris’s scoring is often minimalist, particularly from the start of the second 

season of Vikings (2014).  There is nonetheless a significant amount of orchestral 124

music, particularly in the earlier seasons of the show. Here again, concepts such as 

heroism and what it means to be a “Viking” are explored on screen, and are often 

accompanied by the French horn or orchestral brass as might be expected following the 

audience expectations discussed thus far. Many of these associations are set up from the 

first episode of the first season. During the audience’s first proper introduction to the 

protagonists, Ragnar and Lagertha, a French horn solo can be heard over an orchestral 

accompaniment.  Similarly, moments featuring Ragnar’s desire to travel West which 125

set up his role as a Viking leader, also follow these tropes. His initial discussion about 

travelling West is accompanied by a horn solo, which features again during his first 

attempt to sail the new ship.  As is often the case in Phase 1, this sets up subconscious 126

audience associations between Ragnar and his role as a leader within the narrative from 

the very start.  

Once again, multiple fight scenes, primarily those of special narrative 

significance, feature this expected brass accompaniment. The march on Hexham during 

 “The Vikings II (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack),” Apple Music, accessed March 12, 2022, 124

https://music.apple.com/us/album/the-Vikings-ii-original-motion-picture-soundtrack/881375373.

 Vikings, season 1, episode 1, “Rites of Passage,” directed by Johan Renck, aired March 3, 2013, 4:43.125

 Vikings, season 1, episode 1, 7:00; 44:17.126
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the first season, and the following skirmish on the beach, both feature a French horn 

accompaniment, along with a steady drum beat and occasional hunting horn.  During 127

the plan to attack Paris in the third season is also accompanied by a French horn solo, 

here over drone notes in the lower strings.  Once the Viking band gains access to the 128

city during the battle itself, this is heard once again.  Clearly, despite developments in 129

the trend of Viking soundtracks, the subconscious associations between horns and 

warfare still feature prominently.   130

3.2.2 Folk Influences and Popular Music 

Folk music is again seen in instances of diegetic music within the series. These 

are treated in the same way as previous instances of diegetic music: they feature 

interestingly-styled instruments playing in addition to distinct ties to extant folk 

traditions, and primarily feature in moments of celebration at gatherings or reunions.  131

However, the primary use of folk music within seasons 1—3 of Vikings is in 

combination with electronic effects. As such, this will be discussed in a later subsection.  

3.2.3 Vocals 

The seasons of Vikings discussed in Phase 2 are the first instance of media 

discussed in this thesis where solo voice is used to lend an aura of authenticity to the 

soundtrack. Many of these are the contributions by the Norwegian band Wardruna, 

although these are tracks selected from their existing body of work, rather than original 

compositions. These vocal elements are often accompanied by drone notes and 

percussion, however, the musical emphasis is on the voice. These primarily occur 

 Vikings, season 1, episode 4, “Trial,” directed by Ciarán Donnelly, aired March 24, 2013, 2:15; 15:30.127

 Vikings, season 3, episode 6, “Born Again,” directed by Helen Shaver, aired March 26, 2015, 4:55.128

 Vikings, season 3, episode 10, “The Dead,” directed by Ken Girotti, aired April 23, 2015, 30:16.129

 Monelle, “Horn and Trumpet” 105.130

 Vikings, season 1, episode 8, “Sacrifice,” directed by Michael Hirst, aired April 21, 2013, 15:05; 131

17:40; Vikings, season 3, episode 6, 20:45.
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during moments of spiritual significance to the characters. The sacking of the church by 

Ragnar’s followers in the middle of the first season marks the first instance of lyrics in 

Old Norse.  Later in the season, as the ritual specialist chants the name of the Æsir in 132

the temple at Uppsala, another Wardruna contribution featuring Old Norse is heard, 

echoed later in the episode as Athelstan wrestles with his faith.  A solo soprano 133

singing in Old Norse accompanies the ensuing human sacrifices; despite the ritualistic 

quality to the vocals, they are surprisingly non-diegetic.  The use of solo voice 134

highlights the language in which the lyrics are composed; by their polyphonic nature, 

chanted vocals often blend together, whereas here, the focus is on one single melody. 

The focus provided by a lone melodic line highlights the use of Old Norse in this 

soundtrack, giving it a remarkably different sound quality to the media analysed in 

Phase 1. As such, a distinct separation begins to form between the two Phases, and a 

distinct “Viking” genre begins to emerge in vocal music.  

In his analysis of 1957 film The Seventh Seal,  Whittaker discusses the 135

dichotomy of the “spiritual purity” expected from religious song, and how it is so often 

used within the film to represent death.  All too often in Vikings, instances of religious 136

exploration result in death, whether that is in the form of human sacrifice or as violence 

against the Christian characters. This musical trope therefore not only emphasises 

recurring narrative tropes within the series, but also, as in The Seventh Seal, provides a 

sense of uneasiness and discomfort to the audience during these particular scenes. The 

element of familiarity to chanted music which invokes a “generic sense of religion” as 

discussed by Cook once again does not necessarily invoke an aura of authenticity 

 Vikings, season 1, episode 4, 5:35.132

 Vikings, season 1, episode 8, 7:35; 32:25.133

 Vikings, season 1, episode 8, 39:30. 134

 The Seventh Seal, directed by Ingmar Bergman (1957; AB Svensk Filmindustri, 1957), DVD.135

 Whittaker, “A Plague of Medievalism,” 206.136
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specifically, but provides the audience with a sense of familiarity and connection to the 

series.  137

3.2.4 Popular Music 

However, even from the first season (2013), Vikings is the earliest instance in this 

thesis of the blend of folk music with electronic influences. This fluid approach to folk 

music as a medium emerged as a genre in the second half of the twentieth century. 

Edward Breen of the Early Music Consort began to treat folk music and dances as a 

basis from which to create other Medieval-inspired music, mixing it with popular music 

to create a new sub-genre.  This prompted later groups to perform with a mix of old 138

and new instruments, incorporating elements of both folk music and other genres, 

including pop, rock, and metal. This is exactly what is seen in Morris’s work for 

Vikings. This eclectic mix of instruments creates an individual sound which both recalls 

the Viking Age, but also provides an element of familiarity to the audience. 

This blend is furthered by the contributions to the soundtrack by the Norwegian 

music group Wardruna. Many of the members of this band have strong ties to the 

Viking metal tradition, a genre which, to some extent, bridges the gap between folk and 

popular music. This is especially true in more recent developments to the Viking metal 

genre as an entity. Indeed, many of the Wardruna tracks featured on the Vikings 

soundtrack also feature traditional Nordic instruments in their accompaniment.  This 139

is a concerted effort by the band to not necessarily recreate the past, but to create 

something new using past elements.  As such, despite not providing attempts at an 140

accurate Viking Age sound, these contributions walk the fine line between music that is 

familiar to audiences as modern music. This is typical of Phase 2. The influence of 

 Karen Cook, “Beyond (the) Halo: Chant in Video Games,” in Studies in Medievalism XXVII: 137

Authenticity, Medievalism, Music, edited by Karl Fugelso (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 2018), 190.

 Breen, “Medieval Folk,” 225.138

 Selvik, unpublished interview.139

 Selvik, unpublished interview.140
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metal music and of folk influences provide audiences with a sense of connection, in 

addition to long-established markers of Viking music, creating an intermediary genre 

between modern and a strict attempt at accuracy.  

Within the soundtrack, there is also a blend between orchestral instruments and 

electronic effects; this is not confined to folk influences. The series itself begins with a 

desolate shot of a Nordic battlefield; the tone of the entire narrative is set by this image 

and the double bass drone note, run through several layers of amplification and 

electronic effects, that continues for an agonising 90 seconds.  During the ensuing 141

fight, this drone note continues, creating a deeply unsettling atmosphere that would be 

difficult to mimic in an acoustic setting. It is clear that this genre of instrumental tone 

carries a comparable level of musical power to the symphony orchestra typical of Phase 

1, as moments of violence throughout the early seasons continue to be accompanied by 

the electric bass. This subtler yet equally powerful sound quality is one that 

characterises much of Phases 2 and 3.  

3.3 The Last Kingdom (seasons 1—2) 

The television series The Last Kingdom ran from 2015 to 2022. The first two 

seasons aired on the BBC, before the show was acquired by Netflix, which produced 

three more. The Scottish composer John Lunn, having worked with the BBC on projects 

such as Shetland and Waking The Dead, stayed as the composer for The Last Kingdom 

throughout the transition. Lunn is also known for his work on Downton Abbey, which 

earned him two Emmy awards for Outstanding Music Composition for A Series. 

3.3.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation 

Lunn makes use of comparatively little orchestral music compared to what is 

typical of Phase 1.  The very opening of the series sets the musical tone for much of the 

 Vikings, season 1, episode 1, 0:00.141
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project. The initial isolated Danish attack on Anglo-Saxon shores is accompanied by 

low string drones, and the conversation between Uhtred and an Anglo-Saxon warrior on 

the eve of their single combat features a similar drone accompaniment, as does the 

subsequent attach on Winchester.  This soundtrack is also notable for its use of silence 142

during important narrative moments. During many of the interactions between Uhtred 

and his childhood sweetheart Brida early in the first series, or Uhtred and his later love 

interest Iseult in subsequent episodes, no musical accompaniment is given, despite the 

emotionally-charged nature of these narrative moments. The afore-mentioned single 

combat between Uhtred and Leofric also features no music. Beeman argues that, in 

music, silence does not represent the lack of sound, rather, it is the lack of constructed 

sound.  This deliberate choice by Lunn to omit music from these moments is therefore 143

an attempt to highlight the emotion presented, comparable to how Shore or Powell use 

full orchestral textures in moments of narrative tension. Therefore, Lunn’s use of 

emotive musical silence should be considered as much a part of the soundtrack as 

moments where instruments are indeed heard. 

However, much like in Vikings, the association between acts of heroism and the 

French horn are still present in this soundtrack. During the initial Danish approach to 

Bebbanburg, a horn solo is heard.  Later in the episode as the viewer is introduced to 144

the Anglo-Saxon encampment, a horn drone is accompanied by tuned percussion and 

chimes.  In the following season, a similar drone can be heard upon the attack on the 145

Anglo-Saxon camp, as Iseult’s head is shown to the Anglo-Saxons, and again while the 

Anglo-Saxon king Alfred reconsiders his decision to pay princess Æthelflæd’s 

 The Last Kingdom, season 1, episode 1, directed by Nick Murphy, aired October 10, 2015, 0:30; The 142

Last Kingdom, season 1, episode 7, directed by Peter Hoar, aired November 21, 2015, 4:23; 10:15.

 William Beeman, “Silence in Music,” 24.143

 The Last Kingdom, season 1, episode 1, 6:25.144

 The Last Kingdom, season 1, episode 1, 12:30.145
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ransom.  All of these horn solos mark important moments in the narrative, where 146

characters show moments of particular heroism or prowess in battle. 

3.3.2 Folk Influences 

Despite the use of smaller musical ensembles and Lunn’s Scottish origins, there is 

surprisingly little specifically instrumental folk influence in the early seasons of The 

Last Kingdom. Folk motifs are discussed more prominently in Phase 3, in the following 

chapter.  

3.3.3 Vocals 

The influence of Eivør’s Faroese heritage and her use of the Faroese language and 

sagas within The Last Kingdom soundtrack are primarily evident in Phase 3. However, 

the vocals featured in the first two seasons take the form of vocalisations without lyrics, 

which appear fairly consistently throughout the soundtrack. In addition to the 

associations held with chant and voice outlined thus far, wordless vocalisations carry a 

great deal of emotional weight, and act as an instigator for audience reaction.  In the 147

final moments of the first season, as the Anglo-Saxons answer Alfred’s call to arms, 

Eivør’s vocalisations can be heard over woodwind drone notes and a percussive beat, 

before these are joined by a string bass.  This can be heard again during the final battle 148

of season 2.  Earlier in that episode as Alfred discusses Æthelflæd’s ransom, these 149

vocals can again be heard, this time accompanied by a drone note on the lower 

strings.  The character of these vocalisations remain fairly unchanged throughout the 150

 The Last Kingdom, season 1, episode 8, directed by Peter Hoar, aired November 28, 2015, 49:50; 146

51:27; The Last Kingdom, season 2, episode 8, directed by Richard Senior, aired May 4, 2017, 21:07.

 Karen Cook, “Gaming the Medievalist World in Harry Potter,” in The Oxford Handbook of Music and 147

Medievalism, ed. Stephen Meyer and Kirsten Yri New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 484.

 The Last Kingdom, season 1, episode 8, 43:10.148

 The Last Kingdom, season 2, episode 8, 40:30.149

 The Last Kingdom, season 2, episode 8, 4:00.150
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two seasons. Conversely to Vikings, the use of vocals in The Last Kingdom is primarily 

associated with death or physical violence, rather than instances of spiritual danger.   151

3.3.4 Popular Music 

The Last Kingdom is the first piece of media considered thus far that does not 

make use of popular music as accompaniment to the opening titles. Instead, an original 

composition by Eivør is used. The influence of popular music in The Last Kingdom is, 

therefore, entirely through the use of electronic instruments within the orchestral 

texture. While Lunn acknowledges the influence of rock and metal on the soundtrack, 

he notes that no guitars were used in its creation.  Instead, a string bass is heavily 152

distorted through an amplifier, providing both electronic drone notes and riffs.  This is 153

primarily seen as characters prepare for battle, or during fight scenes themselves. As the 

Anglo-Saxons march to face the Danish threat immediately following Uhtred’s baptism 

in the first season, a drone note played on the bass can be heard, accompanied by 

untuned percussion.  This continues into skirmish itself, accompanied by soprano 154

vocalisations. This combination appears during the buildup to Uhtred’s single 

combat.  While that fight features no musical accompaniment, these bass drone notes 155

appear once again in the following episode as the Anglo-Saxons and Danes face each 

other once more, as is the case during the final battle of the following season.  This 156

series represents another example of the previously-mentioned blend of folk and 

electronic, again playing into musical aspects that give a sense of familiarity to the 

audience. 

 Cook, “Beyond (the) Halo,” 191.151

 Eivør, “THE LAST KINGDOM — Eliza Butterworth in Conversation with Eivør and John Lunn,” 152
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3.4 Turning Points: Conclusions 

It is during Phase 2 that ideas surrounding authenticity within musical soundtracks 

begin to surface in the scores themselves, even in projects that do not actively strive or 

musical authenticity. The rich orchestral textures employed by both Howard Shore and 

John Powell in Phase 1 continue in, to some extent, the media discussed in this chapter. 

The subconscious link between the horn, heroism, and Viking identity is particularly 

noteworthy. However, it is in these soundtracks that a significant shift in 

instrumentation begins. Powell begins to use smaller instrumental ensembles in ways 

that are audibly different to those used in the first film. Trevor Morris and John Lunn, 

whose work on the projects in question began during this timeframe, primarily employ a 

similar minimalist scoring from the start. This is a trend that continues throughout the 

media analysed here, and its place in tandem with larger orchestral textures marks a 

midway point between the baseline described in the previous chapter, and the logical 

conclusion of the development analysed in this thesis. 

This minimalist use of instrumentation directly influences the development of the 

other musical tropes analysed in this thesis. By employing instruments, melodies, and 

playing techniques that have been passed down orally for at least several centuries, 

there is an element of tangible history to the music itself. Despite his Scottish 

upbringing, there is surprisingly little folk influence in Lunn’s early work on The Last 

Kingdom, although this does change later in the series. However, in the other two 

projects analysed here, this time period is when instances of folk music begin to 

regularly appear. Some of these blend into the instrumentation, however most appear as 

elements in their own right. Powell draws on Celtic traditions and instruments, using his 

Scottish heritage as inspiration. Conversely, Morris makes more use of Nordic 

influences. Contributions by the Norwegian group Wardruna alongside Morris’s 

original compositions also draw from Nordic folk traditions, and begin to bridge the gap 

between folk and metal. The distinct use of folk music lends a sense of authenticity to 

these soundtrack. 
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The use of vocals within this section is exceptionally varied. Powell’s use of 

vocals in his later work remain largely similar to that of the first instalment of How To 

Train Your Dragon. The notable exception to this is the instance of diegetic music in the 

second film, where a folk-inspired song is accompanied by a number of Celtic folk 

instruments. Overall, the scene directly mimics extant folk music traditions from 

Scotland and Ireland. This not only provides an element of familiarity to a subsection of 

the audience, but plays into the association between Celtic folk music and a link with a 

nebulous Medieval past. Conversely, the use of Wardruna tracks in the soundtrack 

demonstrate a development in the genre of Viking soundtracks. This is the first instance 

where solo voice is used outwith the main orchestral texture, and crucially, features 

lyrics in Old Norse. The audience association between religion and voice is reflected 

here. Crucially, this association is not confined to Christianity. The use of the Old Norse 

language, in tandem with on-screen imagery such as ritualistic human sacrifices, plays 

into the show’s theme of religious fluidity. The use of chant returns in Lunn and 

Morris’s compositions, often with religious connotations. Similarly, Eivør’s 

contributions to The Last Kingdom soundtrack are solely in the form of wordless 

vocalisations, the development of which provided an obvious break between this 

chapter and the next. Crucially, the use of vocals as harbingers of both the supernatural 

and as an accompaniment for violence and death, does not negate the development of a 

specifically Viking sound. Instead, this is representative of the musical shifts undergone 

in Phase 2.  

Furthermore, Morris’s use of electronic instruments in tandem with folk 

traditions, such as in his use of Wardruna tracks within the soundtrack itself, adds an 

element of familiarity to this tangible history. This is particularly evident for audiences 

without a personal connection to the Nordic or Celtic folk traditions present in these 

three soundtracks. Lunn does similarly, using multiple layers of amplification over 

acoustic instruments to achieve a sound inspired by Viking metal. Both of these 

composers make use of this technique in moments of unease, particularly in the opening 
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moments of each series. While this electronic element to these soundtracks does not 

contribute to any attempt at an accurate Viking sound, it does provide a distinct element 

of familiarity to the audience, allowing them to form a more personal, emotional 

connection with the moments of the narrative accompanied by these instruments. The 

subtle power of electronic instruments also effectively replaces that of the symphony 

orchestra: both ensembles create a similar dramatic sound quality, and it is during Phase 

2 that the former begins to replace the latter in audience expectation.  

Overall, Phase 2 represents an intermediary period between the grandiose, general 

Medieval sound of Phase 1, and the specific Viking sound of Phase 3. As such, it 

features a mixture of both orchestral instrumental textures and smaller groups of 

instruments. This in turn allows for more folk motifs and electronic instruments to be 

used. This results in an eclectic sound, one that is neither generally Medieval nor 

Viking,the post-romantic symphonic sound of Phase 1, nor the dramatic and intimate 

sound of Phase 3. However, is is entirely successful as a stepping stone between the 

two, bridging the gap between two distinct eras of musical authenticity. 
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4. Phase 3: New Beginnings 

The following chapter will discuss the seasons 4—6 of Vikings (2015—2020), 

seasons 3—5 of The Last Kingdom (2018—2022), in addition to the soundtrack for the 

game Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla, (2020). It aims to demonstrate the conclusion to the 

development laid out in previous chapters, presenting what is currently considered a 

“Viking” sound. 

4.1 Vikings (seasons 3—6) 

Trevor Morris remained the main composer for the project. Einar Selvik, who 

officially joined the project in 2014, did not return for the final season (2020). 

4.1.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation 

Morris’s scoring of later seasons of Vikings follows his earlier pattern of 

minimalist instrumentation. However, in Phase 3, he takes this minimalism a step 

further. From the fourth season (2015) onwards, Morris no longer includes any scoring 

for full orchestra. Additionally, he follows Lunn’s trend established in seasons 1 and 2 

of The Last Kingdom (2015—17) of incorporating extended moments of silence into the 

score. The single combat between Lagertha and an old Viking warrior towards the start 

of the sixth season (2020) primarily takes place in silence, which highlights the sound of 

the fight itself: weapons clash, wind blows, the characters cry out in pain.  The lack of 157

musical soundtrack enables the audience to better understand the physical struggle 

undergone by the two fighters in this moment. Returning to Beeman’s argument that 

silence should be considered as much a part of music as sound, Morris’s choice to not 

include any instrumental scoring during this fight should be treated as part of the 

 Vikings, season 5, episode 6, “The Message,” directed by Ciarán Donelly, aired December 27, 2017, 157

18:00.
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soundtrack.  This choice results in the “gritty realism”  mentioned by Cooper 158 159

becomes the sole focus of the scene. Considering the Beavers and Warnecke’s ideas of 

the “negativity bias” in Medieval media, Morris’s choice to highlight the violence of 

this fight in turn gives an added layer of authenticity to the scene, as this is what is 

brought to the forefront in the soundtrack at that moment.  160

However, despite the decrease in instruments required by Morris in later seasons, 

the use of the horn established in Shore and Powell’s compositions remains. This trope 

is still used most often to accompany heroic moments on screen. These are also no 

longer solely confined to Ragnar and Lagertha, the series’ initial heroes. During the 

future Norwegian king Harald Finehair’s initial arrival at Ragnar and Lagertha’s 

stronghold, a horn sounds as he exits his ship and lays claim to Norway.  As a group 161

of shieldmaidens prepare for battle, cow horns sound, continuing as the fight itself 

begins.  Interesting too is the soundtrack to Ragnar’s funeral. Despite his less than 162

heroic death, discussed shortly, Ragnar still earns a cow horn fanfare as his fellow 

Vikings pay their respects.  Cook notes that the horn is the primary accurate remnant 163

of a secular musical tradition in the European Middle Ages.  Haines adds that this is 164

particularly the case with cow horns, which can only produce a single note.  This is 165

what is heard in this instance, and as such this element of Morris’s soundtrack 

represents one of the most accurate moments of the Vikings soundtrack.  

 Beeman, “Silence in Music,” 24.158

 Cooper, “Modding and Authentic, Gritty Medievalism in Skyrim,” 170.159

 Beavers and Warnecke, “Audience Perceptions,” 83.160

 Vikings, season 4, episode 4, “Yol,” directed by Helen Shaver, aired March 10, 2016, 39:40. 161

 Vikings, season 5, episode 6, 3:30; 8:51.162

 Vikings, season 5, episode 1, “The Fisher King,” directed by Michael Hirst, aired November 29, 2017, 163

0:50.

 Cook, “Gaming the Medievalist World,” 755—6.164

 Haines, Music in Films, 46.165
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4.1.2 Folk Influences 

This minimalist scoring enables traditional Nordic instruments to stand out in the 

instrumental texture. This is particularly evident during more intimate moments 

between characters or peaceful points in the narrative. During the unusual calm of an 

Epiphany feast, a lyre and flute can be heard accompanying the dinner.  Similarly, 166

while Ragnar gives his emotional goodbye to his friend, the monk Athelstan, cradling 

his corpse in the forest, a Hardanger fiddle is heard in the background.  Whether this 167

is an attempt at accuracy, a result of Selvik’s influence on the compositional style of 

Vikings, or simply a product of Morris’s developing vision for the soundscape of the 

series, is hard to tell. Indeed, these three possibilities are interlinked — Selvik is known 

for his attempts to recreate Viking Age music as closely as possible and worked closely 

with Morris on the score of Vikings, which would in turn influence the development of 

Morris’s established soundscape. Regardless, the use of folk instruments as a shorthand 

for Medievalism is once again at play.  Additionally, the move away from a dramatic 168

orchestral accompaniment at death scenes, as seen in The Hobbit (2012—14) or the first 

How To Train Your Dragon (2010), elicits a more intimate, emotional reaction from the 

audience, and enables them to connect more personally to the grief felt by the on-screen 

characters. 

4.1.3 Vocals 

Much of the media described in Phase 3 is characterised by its use of vocals in 

new and innovative ways. These primarily include the use of primary sources, and of 

traditional vocal techniques, both of which are exemplified in these later seasons of 

Vikings.  

 Vikings, season 4, episode 4, 35:34.166

 Vikings, season 3, episode 6, 41:45.167

 Cook, “Fantasy Medievalism,” 734.168
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Music by the Inuk throat singer Tanya Tagaq first appears in the Vikings 

soundtrack in the third season (2015), immediately following the death of an already 

mortally wounded Viking at the hands of the Anglo-Saxons.  Little has been written 169

about the use of throat singing as a Viking Age vocal technique, and as such claiming 

this is a marker of authenticity within the soundtrack is tenuous at best. However, the 

percussive-like quality to this particular vocal technique, accompanied only by untuned 

percussion, provides a unique and deeply unsettling atmosphere to the ensuing fight, a 

sound quality that is matched virtually nowhere else in the media discussed here. 

Therefore, returning to the definition of authenticity outlined in the introduction to this 

thesis, this atmosphere feels right within a modern, constructed Viking setting, and as 

such serves its purpose within the soundtrack itself. 

The concept of song accompanying spiritual preparations is still evident here. 

Shortly before his death, the monk Athelstan repents, chanting in Latin in the key of D 

major.  In the background, the original Wardruna composition “Voluspá” is heard, in 170

the key of D minor; these lyrics are based directly on the Norse poem by the same 

name.  Here, not only is the ideological clash between Athelstan and the Viking 171

society in which he finds himself displayed through the dichotomy of Latin and Norse 

lyrics, but also between the clash of tonalities. This impasse of ideologies is again 

explored through music later in the season, during the attack on Paris. The chant — “In 

Timore Dei Patris Sancti” — carried out by the monks, is interrupted by Ragnar’s 

surprise attack from inside a coffin. During this scene, a non-original track by Wardruna 

is chanted, listing the nine Norse realms.  The first written instance of the monks’ 172

 Vikings, season 3, episode 3, “Warrior’s Fate,” directed by Jeff Woolnough, aired March 5, 2015, 169

15:30.

 Vikings, season 3, episode 6, 34:10. 170

 The poem “Voluspa” is preserved in the Codex Regius, an Icelandic manuscript dating from the later 171

half of the thirteenth century. It is a series of prophecies regarding the end of the world, told by a Seeress 
to Odin. For more information, see: Lindow, Norse Mythology, 12.

 Vikings, season 3, episode 10, 24:35; 27:32.172
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Latin chant can only be dated to the end of the sixteenth century.  However, here again 173

chant acts as a historicising agent within the narrative, creating a nebulously Medieval 

context in which the audience can easily locate themselves.  Similarly, Wardruna’s 174

contributions to the soundtrack are not an attempt to recreate the past, but to create 

something new utilising elements of the past, in this case using lyrics and instruments 

taken from the Viking Age.  This scene is an excellent example of two markers of 175

historicising elements used in tandem in order to create a feeling of authenticity within a 

turbulent and emotional narrative. 

The series made the bold choice to kill off both of its major protagonists before 

the end of the series — Ragnar in season 4 (2016) and Lagertha at the start of season 6 

(2020). Despite the emphasis placed on the nature of Viking identity within the overall 

narrative of the series, neither character receives a particularly heroic death. Ragnar’s 

journey to death spans the better part of an episode. Throughout this episode, multiple 

variations of the track “Snake Pit Poetry”  appear. Its first appearance, both in the 176

episode and the show more widely, is on the horn as Ragnar asserts control over his 

destiny and denies the existence of the Gods, both Christian and Norse.  Later, as 177

Ragnar is forced into the cage, the same melody is heard, this time including the lyrics 

in Old Norse, continuing as the scene cuts to the prayers of an Anglo-Saxon king.  It is 178

heard one final time in the episode as the cage is lowered into the pit of snakes and the 

lid pulled shut.  These two instances feature a solo tenor voice, later accompanied by a 179

 “In Timore Dei Patris Sancti,” Cantus, accessed March 13, 2022, https://cantus.uwaterloo.ca/chant/173

546142.

 Whittaker, “A Plague of Medievalism,” 206.174

 Simon Trafford, “Viking Metal,” in The Oxford Handbook of Music and Medievalism, ed. Stephen 175

Meyer and Kirsten Yri (New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 575.

 Einar Selvik and Hilda Örvarsdóttir, “Snake Pit Poetry,” single, 2017, Spotify. This was released as a 176

single outwith the official Vikings soundtrack albums.

 Vikings, season 4, episode 15, “All His Angels,” directed by Ciarán Donnelly, aired December 28, 177

2016, 20:30.

 Vikings, season 4, episode 15, 35:06.178

 Vikings, season 4, episode 15, 39:35. 179
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Hardanger fiddle. Narratively, Ragnar has been removed from his role as a hero: he dies 

in a cage having renounced his Gods. By removing the horn from the accompaniment, 

the soundtrack too momentarily severs Ragnar from this role. However, as discussed 

previously, his funeral reinstates his heroic status: the subconscious associations 

between horn and heroism laid out by Monelle once again come into play as his 

followers pay their respects at the start of the following season with the return of the 

horn accompaniment.  180

Conversely, Lagertha’s death occurs almost by accident. Following her 

aforementioned single combat, Lagertha approaches the Viking stronghold to join the 

feast occurring there. Here, Ragnar’s son Hvitserk stabs here in a fit of hallucinatory 

rage. Her death is barely acknowledged by the soundtrack. The diegetic music played 

on lyre and pipes that is heard by those attending the feast, also accompanies the 

buildup to Hvitserk’s actions.  It undergoes no change as Hvitserk stabs Lagertha a 181

number of times directly outside the hall. This is one of most accurate instances of 

Viking music discussed in this thesis. The use of Viking Age instruments and Norse 

lyrics, combined with the sounds of wind and rain, create a remarkably immersive 

atmosphere. The diegetic nature of these sounds and this atmosphere results in a thus-

far unparalleled example within the media considered in this thesis: this is a soundscape 

that could reasonably be accurate to the Viking Age. 

4.1.4 Popular Music 

As discussed above, by the series’ final season in 2020, the instrumentation had 

become remarkably minimalist. This in turn resulted in a significant drop in the 

frequency of electronic instruments in these later seasons. Again, whether this is a 

distinct attempt at a more accurate sound, or simply a logical result of the more 

 Monelle, “Horn and Trumpet,” 105; Vikings, season 5, episode 1, 0:50.180

 Vikings, season 5, episode 6, 38:42. 181
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minimalist instrumentation employed, is not important. Instead, the primarily acoustic 

soundscape gives the impression of accuracy within the Viking setting.  

4.2 The Last Kingdom (seasons 3—5) 

This analysis covers the seasons 3—5 of The Last Kingdom (2018—2022). 

Despite the change in production — Netflix took over the project in 2018 — John Lunn 

remained as the composer, joined again by the vocalist Eivør.  

4.2.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation 

Lyres, bowed and plucked, are among the most common Nordic instruments 

employed by Lunn in these seasons of The Last Kingdom. These often play during 

moments of emotion within the narrative. As a Seer gives one final prophecy to Uhtred 

and Brida, a plucked lyre melody can be heard.  A similar theme plays during the 182

princess Æthelflæd’s coronation.  Additionally, many of the electronic effects present 183

in these later seasons are created by running bowed lyres through multiple layers of 

amplification, resulting in an eery, unsettling drone effect.  These often occur during 184

moments of profound emotion. The third season of The Last Kingdom (2018) opens 

onto the unsettling image of a battle on screen, pictured in a dream by a Seer, 

immediately setting up the musical shift between season 2 (2017), discussed in Phase 2, 

and season 3 (2018), discussed here in Phase 3. As images of the future battle unfolds, 

whispers in Old Norse blend with drone notes played on a Hardanger fiddle which are, 

as previously mentioned, run through an amplification system, giving them an 

unsettling, otherworldly quality.  This is further emphasised in the soundtrack by 185

 The Last Kingdom, season 3, episode 6, directed by Jon East, aired November 19, 2018, 45:56.182

 The Last Kingdom, season 4, episode 9, directed by Ed Bazalgette, aired April 26, 2020, 1:35.183

 Eivør, “THE LAST KINGDOM,” 17:00.184

 The Last Kingdom, season 3, episode 1, directed by Erik Keijonborg, aired November 19, 2018, 1:20.185
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Eivør’s use of throat singing techniques.  The soft tone quality of lyres blended with 186

the harshness of the amplification system create a distinct and unusual musical quality, 

one which at times does not seem like music at all. Instead, this sound blends into the 

sound effects, creating an atmosphere by becoming at one with the setting, instead of 

providing a melodic accompaniment in the traditional sense. 

4.2.2 Folk Influences 

The use of folk music in this portion of The Last Kingdom is tied to the influence 

of popular music. Therefore this shall be discussed below in a subsequent subsection. 

4.2.3 Vocals 

The majority of vocals in Phase 3 of The Last Kingdom feature Faroese lyrics. 

These were primarily improvised in the studio, as no actual score exists for this 

soundtrack. Eivør she draws heavily on her native Faroese traditions, notably from 

ballads such as “Brestis Kvæði,” from which she lifts an entire stanza in an unreleased 

track.  Interestingly, while in the series itself the theme song contains no lyrics, these 187

have been added to the song’s release on the official soundtrack album.  She credits 188

these to the Faroese translation of the poem Voluspá, the same poem used by Wardruna 

in one of their contributions to Vikings, as discussed above. 

Similarly to Scottish folk music, this genre of ballad can only be traced in writing 

the 18th century.  Eivør is not alone in her use of language in music to elicit audience 189

response. Artists such as Enya or Enigma make frequent use of dead languages to create 

 Eivør credits Tanya Tagaq, the Inuk throat singer, for her help in finding the tone required for The Last 186

Kingdom. Tanya also provided vocals for Vikings.

 The Last Kingdom, “John Lunn & Eivør Interview” premiered December 3, 2018, video, https://187

www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2323642621201758, 1:32.

 Eivør, “THE LAST KINGDOM,” 23:34.188

 Trafford, “Viking Metal,” 565.189
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a specific atmospheric element to their music; while Faroese is certainly not a dead 

language, it still manages to establish a specific cultural identity which elicits the same 

specific audience response.  Additionally, most of the audience would be unable to 190

distinguish between lyrics in Faroese and lyrics in Old Norse: they both create the same 

atmosphere. The use of these lyrics, particularly in tandem with elements of throat 

singing, provides an additional level of emotion to the soundtrack. Although the 

majority of the audience cannot understand what is being sung, the pain and depth of 

feeling is still felt. Additionally, when considering Frey’s statement that language is the 

most important aspect of authenticity within film, Eivør’s use of the Faroese language 

helps the audience to locate themselves within the Viking world created in the series.   191

These vocals often occur during moments of intense emotion in the narrative, 

such as the death of a character. As the passing of King Alfred is mourned by his wife 

and daughter, a blend of vocalisations and sung lyrics can be heard, accompanied by a 

bowed lyre.  This same tune is heard once again as Brida begs for death upon her 192

capture by the Welsh, and once again when she is finally killed by Uhtred’s daughter.  193

The idea that chant is a harbinger of the supernatural could also be applied to Eivør’s 

Faroese lyrics. As Brida explains her curse to Uhtred immediately following her 

ritualistic murder of the Seer, a lament-like song accompanies the scene.  The sound 194

of a different lament is similarly heard at the start of the final season (2022), as the Seer 

child Vibeke chooses a sacrifice from the assembled Danes in Iceland.  The same 195

lament accompanies Vibeke’s subsequent death as she falls from the bell tower.  The 196

 Trafford, “Viking Metal,” 578.190

 Mattias Frey, “The Authenticity Feeling: Language and Dialect in the Historical Film,” Research in 191

Film and History: New Approaches (2018): 28.

 The Last Kingdom, season 3, episode 9, directed by Ed Bazalgette, aired November 19, 2018, 37:55.192

 The Last Kingdom, season 4, episode 4, directed by Sarah O’Gorman, aired April 26, 2020, 43:55; The 193

Last Kingdom, season 5, episode 7, directed by Anthony Philipson, aired March 9, 2022, 52:15.

 The Last Kingdom, season 3, episode 6, 51:40.194

 The Last Kingdom, season 5, episode 1, directed by Andy Hay, aired March 9, 2022, 2:45. This scene 195

features a cameo by Eivør herself, playing a Norwegian hand drum.

 The Last Kingdom, season 5, episode 3, directed by Andy Hay, aired March 9, 2022, 12:26.196
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expression of emotion through song is not a feature unique to Phase 3. Instead, this is a 

direct remnant of Phases 1 and 2, a continuous feature of Viking soundtracks that 

continuously provokes an emotional audience response.  

4.2.4 Popular Music 

Trafford’s article on Viking media suggests that there has been a concerted effort 

by many Viking metal bands to include some elements of an authentic Viking sound 

into their output, in addition to their Viking-inspired subject matter, which primarily 

comes from combining both modern and folk instruments.  Indeed, given Lunn’s 197

direct inspiration from such bands, it is hardly surprising that he also makes use of this 

technique.  Once again, whether this is a direct attempt at accuracy on the part of the 198

composer, or simply Lunn’s musical acknowledgement of an influential genre is 

unclear, but also unimportant: the atmosphere created is one of familiarity to the 

audience, and, as Cook argues, one that bring them closer to the narrative at hand.   199

4.3 Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla 

Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla is the twelfth instalment of the open-world, action-

adventure game franchise Assassin’s Creed. The game was developed and published by 

Ubisoft, and released internationally in November 2020. The soundtrack was created by 

Jesper Kyd and Sarah Schachner — who had both worked on previous games in the 

Assassin’s Creed franchise — and Einar Selvik. There is relatively little difference in 

individual compositional styles; the soundtrack maintains the same soundscape 

throughout. Music composed for gaming mediums plays a different role for the 

audience compared to that for film or television scores. While music for cinema is often 

used as a means of identifying characters or narrative tropes through specific leitmotifs, 

 Trafford, “Viking Metal,” 574.197

 Eivør, “THE LAST KINGDOM,” 20:20.198

 Cook, “Fantasy Medievalism,” 745.199
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music in a gaming medium is primarily used to identify setting.  As such, the 200

following subchapters will primarily consider soundtracks as a standalone medium, 

rather than in relation to character, narrative, or structural tropes.  201

4.3.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation 

Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla is the only piece of media analysed in this corpus that 

at no point calls for a symphony orchestra. Outwith the few choral passages, most of the 

score calls for no more than around ten musicians at any given moment. This is made 

evident even from the titular theme, which calls for two vocalists, around three string 

instruments, four woodwind, and one percussion player.  This track also exemplifies 202

the range of musical instruments present in this work. Schachner notes the effort made 

by the composers to make use of traditional folk, or reconstructed Viking Age 

instruments in the score whenever possible.  The melody is played by a bowed lyre, 203

and is accompanied at various points by string instruments in the same family, as well 

as cow horns, a carnyx — a Celtic war horn — and a Norwegian hand drum.  The use 204

of guttural bass chant is also typical of this soundtrack.  205

This far smaller instrumental ensemble follows the trend of ever-decreasing 

instrumentation seen in Morris and Lunn’s compositions, and marks a dramatic shift 

 Joshua Stevens, “Child of the Elder Blood: A Semiotics of Folklorism in the Soundtrack of The 200

Witcher 3: Wild Hunt.” Games and Culture 16, no. 5 (2021): 3.

 Additionally, due to the nature of games as a medium, references to particular musical moments will 201

be give in reference to their name on the official soundtrack album.

 Sarah Schachner, Jesper Kyd, and Einar Selvik, “Assassin’s Creed Valhalla Main Theme,” track 1 202

on Assassin’s Creed Valhalla (Original Game Soundtrack). 2020, Spotify. 

 Youssef Maguid, “Assassin’s Creed Valhalla Composers Reveal how they Created the Main Theme,” 203

accessed January 17, 2022, https://news.ubisoft.com/en-us/article/6YhFPGYjNKgOBr3SnFVBfP/
assassins-creed-valhalla-composers-reveal-how-they-created-the-main-theme; Josh Chesler, “Assassin’s 
Creed Valhalla Blends Traditional Viking Sounds with a Modern Gaming Soundtrack,” accessed January 
17, 2022. https://www.spin.com/2020/11/assassin-creed-valhalla-soundtrack-interview/.

 Sarah Schachner, Jesper Kyd, and Einar Selvik, “Assassin’s Creed Valhalla Main Theme,” track 1 204

on Assassin’s Creed Valhalla (Original Game Soundtrack), 0:00; 0:10; 0:30.

 Sarah Schachner, Jesper Kyd, and Einar Selvik, “Assassin’s Creed Valhalla Main Theme,” track 1 205

on Assassin’s Creed Valhalla (Original Game Soundtrack), 2:07.
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away from the symphonic sound quality exemplified by Shore and Powell in earlier 

years of Viking soundtracks. However, a number of quintessential elements of these 

earlier scores remain. While the Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla soundtrack does not make 

use of either the French horn or a brass section, traditional cow horns are used 

throughout. Selvik claims that single-pitch cow horns are some of the oldest, 

continuously used instruments in Northern Europe, dating from well before the Viking 

Age.  The sound the horn still fulfils the audience’s expectations of horns within a 206

Viking soundscape, but the softer, less brash tone fits seamlessly into the established 

soundscape. As such, not only does the use of this instrument create a direct link with 

earlier twenty-first century Viking media, it also lends an element of historical accuracy 

to the Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla soundtrack. 

4.3.2 Folk Influences 

One particularly effective trope for game music specifically is the use of folk 

music to provide opportunities for the audience to locate themselves geographically as 

well as temporally. Joshua Stevens considers how the soundtrack of another action-

adventure game set in a Medieval-esque time period, The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (2015), 

uses music to culturally and spatiotemporally locate the game within a specific 

landscape.  The use of Eastern European folk songs and traditional folk instruments 207

give the game an inherently “Slavic” feel, matching and reinforcing the game’s on-

screen visuals.  While much of Stevens’ analysis stems from the soundtrack’s “exotic” 208

nature to a more anglo-centric, Western audience, the reverse may be true for Celtic 

music. Even if the audience is not culturally familiar with Celtic or Nordic folk, its 

long-running association with Medieval media produces a sense of familiarity when it is 

present within that context, and enables them to locate themselves in a specific 

geographical area.  

 Selvik, unpublished interview. This is also corroborated in Cook, “Gaming the Medievalist World,” 206

755—6.

 Stevens, “Child of the Elder Blood,” 15.207

 Stevens, “Child of the Elder Blood,” 15.208
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4.3.3 Vocals 

The use of lyric-less chant is used here too by the composers of Assassin’s Creed: 

Valhalla, to build a specific atmosphere that blends into the instrumental elements of the 

score. Here, however, chant is used not as a forewarning of evil or the spiritual, but to 

create an atmosphere of uncertainty.  Once again, this is due to the role played by 209

gaming soundtracks in creating a setting, rather than character or narrative associations.  

Chant is often used in tandem with Old Norse lyrics, which are primarily present 

during instances where the player must engage in fighting, raiding, or fleeing. This dual 

use of vocals is fairly consistent throughout the game. “Drenglynda Skáldið,” “Helreið 

Oðins,” and “Hausbrjótr” all open with lyric-less bass chanting, joined by a solo tenor 

singing in Old Norse.  All are accompanied exclusively by traditional instruments. 210

Furthermore, all three tracks are directly inspired by Skaldic verse. “Helreið Oðins” 

imagines a meeting of the Æsir and one of Odinn’s journeys, while the lyrics of 

“Drenglynda Skáldið” and “Hausbrjótr” in turn make use of a number of kennings 

employed in Old Norse sources. Similarly to Eivør’s use of the Faroese language in her 

work on The Last Kingdom as detailed above, the use of old-sounding languages and 

original material so closely based on primary sources, creates a unique impression of 

authenticity within this medium. 

Composing Norse lyrics to fit within the narrative Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla was 

a point of particular importance for Selvik when creating the vocal soundscape of the 

soundtrack.  This blend of original and Viking Age material results in a unique and 211

highly effective impression of authenticity within this soundscape. In his analysis of the 

 Cook, “Beyond (the) Halo,” 191.209

 Einar Selvik, “Drenglynda Skáldið,” track 15 on Assassin’s Creed Valhalla (Original Game 210

Soundtrack). 2020, Spotify; Einar Selvik, “Helreið Oðins,” track 32 on Assassin’s Creed Valhalla 
(Original Game Soundtrack). 2020, Spotify; Einar Selvik, “Hausbrjótr,” track 38 on Assassin’s Creed 
Valhalla (Original Game Soundtrack). 2020, Spotify.

 Selvik, unpublished interview.211
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film Zodiac (2007),  Frey considers the use of contemporary media to create a 212

temporal context for the narrative, such as recordings of Nixon’s speeches and Queen 

Elizabeth, or news reports dating from the same time.  While comparable temporal 213

markers do not exist for the Viking Age, the use of Old Norse within the game acts as a 

similar means of creating context, therefore lending the project a similar level of 

authenticity as was created, according to Frey, in Zodiac. 

4.2.4 Popular Music 

Due to this push for a more authentic musical quality, the use of popular and 

electronic music is limited in the Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla soundtrack. Schachner 

notes that her use of synths in the project is limited; even when electronic instruments 

are used, they act as a musical filler, while traditional instruments carry the melody.  214

This can be seen in tracks such as “The Bearded Axe”,  where an electric bass is run 215

through layers of amplification to give it a rock-like quality and provide an artificial 

harshness to the woodwind and choral melody. 

One notable exception to this musical soundscape is the track “Animus 

Anomaly”.  This track is only heard in moments when the player interacts with 216

twenty-first century genetic memory fragments hidden throughout the Viking Age 

world. Here, synths do carry the melody, and almost no other instruments are heard. 

Returning to Cook’s argument, instances of modern music within a Medieval setting 

serve to bring the audience back into the present.  Here, however, the narrative of the 217

 Zodiac, directed by David Fincher (2007; Paramount Pictures, 2007), DVD.212

 Frey, “The Authenticity Feeling,” 28.213

 Chesler, “Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla.”214

 Sarah Schachner and Einar Selvik, “The Bearded Axe,” track 13 on Assassin’s Creed Valhalla 215

(Original Game Soundtrack). 2020, Spotify, 0:12.

 Jesper Kyd, “Animus Anomaly.” Track 35 on Assassin’s Creed Valhalla (Original Game Soundtrack). 216

2020, Spotify. 

 Cook, “Fantasy Medievalism” 740.217
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game has already broken away from the Viking Age by incorporating elements of a 

twenty-first century science fiction setting. It is therefore natural, if not expected, that a 

setting-focused soundtrack should follow suit, and also break away from the established 

“Viking” soundscape. 

4.4 New Beginnings: Conclusions 

This chapter aims to analyse some of the most notable attempts to create an 

authentic Viking sound within audiovisual media in recent years. It also represents the 

inevitable conclusions of trends within Viking film, television, and game soundtracks, 

that have progressed since the media discussed in Phase 1. 

Morris’s earlier compositions in Phase 2 for Vikings had included the use of a 

symphony orchestra. However, Phase 3 characterised by solely minimalist scoring; at 

no point do any of the soundtracks analysed here call for more than a chamber 

ensemble. His scoring remains minimalist, and the use of electronic effects on folk 

instruments is also similar to the previous seasons. Lunn’s scoring of The Last Kingdom 

remains minimalist, as does that of Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla. However, despite this 

significant change in scoring, the relationship between horns and heroism still exists. In 

many of the instances outlined in this chapter, the quintessential French horn has been 

replaced with cow horns. These are arguably a more accurate remnant of the Viking 

Age. Clearly therefore, this intrinsic heroic association is deeply rooted enough to 

withstand this tangible change in tropes. 

In the later seasons of Vikings discussed in this chapter, there is a dramatic 

increase in the use of traditional Nordic folk instruments, particularly various forms of 

lyres. He also manages to create one of the most accurate, not authentic, attempts at 

Viking music during Lagertha’s death, due to his use of diegetic music, Norse lyrics, 

and sound effects of the storm. Similarly, the extremely limited number of musicians 

used in the soundtrack for Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla allows the melodic spotlight to 
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shine on the unusual instruments used throughout the soundtrack. These include a 

number of Nordic instruments such as bowed lyres and hand drums, as well as the 

carnyx war horn from northern Scotland. 

The separation of The Last Kingdom into Phases 2 and 3 was determined by the 

use of vocals in the score. Phase 3 is characterised by the  frequent use of Faroese lyrics 

in later seasons. Many of these were improvised by Eivør in the recording studio, 

drawing on her native Faroese traditions and sagas. The Faroese language acts as a 

historicising agent in the same way as the incorporation of Norse lyrics in Phase 3. This 

dramatic change in the nature of vocals used is also seen, to a lesser extent, in Vikings. 

There are numerous instances of Old Norse lyrics, including the original composition 

“Voluspá” by the Norwegian band Wardruna based on the Norse poem of the same 

name. Vikings features some original Norse lyrics including the recurring track “Snake 

Pit Poetry”,  which became a signifier of emotion and death within the series. The first 218

use of throat singing in both the Vikings and The Last Kingdom soundtracks provide an 

additional sense of historical connection to a wild Nordic past. Assassin’s Creed: 

Valhalla also makes use of both Viking Age written primary sources and original lyrics 

in Old Norse. These primarily occur in moments when the player must engage in battle, 

specifically to create an atmosphere of foreboding. This was a deliberate attempt at 

creating an air of authenticity within the game.  

Language is of paramount importance when creating an authentic atmosphere in 

cinema.  The use of Old Norse lyrics in the media discussed in Phase 3 acts a 219

historicising agent, placing the audience within the linguistic context of the Viking Age. 

From an anglo-centric viewpoint, the use of Nordic languages such as Faroese plays 

into the same associations as are held with Old Norse, again acting as an element of 

historicisation. 

 Einar Selvik and Hilda Örvarsdóttir, “Snake Pit Poetry,” single, 2017, Spotify.218

 Frey, “The Authenticity Feeling,” 15.219
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Overall, Phase 3 is characterised by a complete break from the grandiose 

orchestral tradition. Instead, smaller instrumental groups enable a far more intimate 

soundtrack, one that can easily highlight elements such as the use of folk instruments or 

primary sources. This results in music that both allows the audience to connect to the 

narrative on screen on a more personal level, but also to create almost diegetic-like 

atmospheres within the soundtrack itself. This music is immersive, personal, and 

historical all at once, providing unique and varied soundscapes with a limited, yet 

eclectic, instrumental palette. Overall, it is a distinct Viking sound, one that has 

completely broken from the tradition of a general Medieval and fantasy sound.  
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5. Conclusions 

This thesis set out to address the issue of how the sound of Viking media has 

developed from 2010 to the time of writing. To do so, three phases, covering five pieces 

of media of assorted genres, have been used to establish a near-chronological timeline 

of Viking music. These analysed four musical tropes over time: the use of orchestration 

and instrumentation, the use of folk music, vocals, and the influence of popular music.  

The concepts of accuracy and authenticity within media were also considered 

using the framework of Reception Theory. Due to the very nature of music as an art 

form, an accurate rendition of “Viking” music is, fundamentally, impossible. 

Conversely, attempts at an authentic recreation of Viking music is, on the other hand, 

possible. Authenticity is formed through the repetitions of specific tropes and the 

resulting associations held by the audience. As such, authenticity is a subjective, 

shifting, yet possible target. The analysis chapters of this thesis have outlined how the 

musical tropes used within Viking media have developed between 2010 and the time of 

writing — May 2022. 

5.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation  

At the start of the time period considered — Phase 1 — Viking, Medieval, and 

fantasy soundtracks all fell within the same broad musical category. This is 

characterised by the use of symphony orchestras, frequent French horn solos, brass 

fanfares, and an overall grand, dramatic tone. This musical style can be traced back to 

the Romantic era, and was greatly inspired by operatic works. The Hobbit trilogy (2012

—14) and the first instalment of the How To Train Your Dragon trilogy (2010) are 

excellent examples of this earlier instrumentation. The primary musical association 

within this period is that of the horn and heroism. This association can be seen in 

throughout twentieth century Viking and Medieval cinema, and dates to the practical 

use of horns as a tool for hunting and in battle during the Viking Age.  
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Initial changes in this instrumentation are seen from the mid-2010s — Phase 2 — 

in the later How To Train Your Dragon films (2014 and 2019), and the early seasons of 

both Vikings (seasons 1—3, 2013—15) and The Last Kingdom (seasons 1–2, 2015—

17). Broadly speaking, these changes are characterised by the use of smaller 

instrumental groups in tandem with a large orchestra. This trend of using smaller 

instrumental groups continued in the later half of the decade — Phase 3 — as is 

exemplified later in the television series and in the game Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla 

(2020). There is also an increase in diegetic music. The dramatic nature of symphony 

orchestras has been replaced by a more intimate, more atmospheric musical backdrop. 

Despite this change, the associations between horns and heroism remain as one of the 

hallmarks of recent Viking music. Therefore, a later authentic Viking sound should be 

characterised by the use of chamber ensembles and small collections of eclectic 

instruments, which nonetheless still feature the sound of the horn.. 

5.2 Folk Influences 

The instrumentation used at any given point in this timeline directly influences 

both the use of folk motifs by a composer, and how these motifs are received by an 

audience. In Phase 1, folk motifs rarely feature as independent entities. Traditional 

instruments that do feature here, inevitably blend into the wider orchestral soundscape, 

adding relatively little musical value, or, alternatively, appear only in the form of 

diegetic music.  

In Phase 2, there is a steep increase in the use of folk motifs. These are primarily 

seen in the choice of instruments used. The second and third instalments of the  How To 

Train Your Dragon trilogy (2014 and 2019) feature a number of Celtic instruments, 

including the fiddle, uilleann pipes, and penny whistle. Folk instruments present in the 

early seasons of Vikings (seasons 1—3, 2013—15) are primarily Nordic. This trend only 

increases in later stages of this musical development. As instrumentation becomes 
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smaller, individual instruments are more easily highlighted within the musical texture. 

This results in soundtracks primarily driven by living, breathing northern folk traditions, 

seemingly creating a tangible and authentic link to historical music. 

5.3 Vocals 

In Phase 1, vocal music was primarily choral. This gave a similar rich, dramatic 

quality to the orchestral textures used at the same time. Lyric-less chant featured 

prominently, although this often blended into said orchestral textures and did not often 

exist as an independent entity within the soundtracks in question. This use of chant 

reoccurs consistently, even as other musical features break away from this established 

soundscape.  

The development of vocal music within the corpus considered here is the most 

drastic. During Phase 2, Latin lyrics feature in chanted music, and solo vocal lines 

began to appear with increasing frequency. The Norwegian band Wardruna provided a 

number of non-original tracks for the Vikings soundtrack. Many of these contributions 

feature lyrics in Old Norse. The Faroese singer Eivør provided vocals for the entirety of 

The Last Kingdom. During the first two seasons (2015—17), these are in the form of 

lyric-less vocalisations, and it was not until the third season that lyrics drawn from her 

native Faroese tradition appear. This marks the point where a new genre of authentic 

Viking vocal music is formed. At this point, Wardruna’s contributions to Vikings come 

in the form of original music, with lyrics taken from written primary Old Norse sources. 

Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla (2020) takes this one step further, where original lyrics 

written in Old Norse in the style of Skaldic poetry feature. Concerning the subsidiary 

question posed in the introduction, the conclusion is simple: there is not one single 

Viking sound when considering vocals. Instead, lyric-less chant, sung primary source 

material, and original poetic compositions all provide the sense of an authentic Viking 

sound.  
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None of these instances of vocal music can be deemed accurate renditions of 

Viking Age song. However, by drawing on primary sources, the Old Norse language, 

and traditional Faroese melodies, another tangible link to history is created, one that is 

similar in character to that created by instrumental folk music.  

5.4 Popular music 

The most nebulous concept discussed here is the use of popular music within 

Viking media. On its base level, including twentieth and twenty-first century popular 

music within this medium does the opposite of bringing an air of authenticity to the 

soundtrack. However, this inclusion provides the audience with an element of 

familiarity, allowing them to connect with the film, television series, or game on a 

personal level. This also provides new ways to create specific musical atmospheres 

within the soundscape. 

More practically, including a song that marks such a distinct break from the 

established soundscape signals that the fictional or historical world created by the 

project in question has vanished, bringing the audience back to the present and 

romanticising it as a lost culture. This treatment of popular music features regularly in 

Viking cinema during the second half of the twentieth century onwards, and popular 

music features during the end credits of The Hobbit (2012—14) and the How To Train 

Your Dragon (2010—19) trilogies, as well as the opening titles of Vikings (2013—20). 

In subsequent projects, the shift towards a new era of authenticity removes popular 

music entirely from the overall soundscape, in order to not shatter the world created on 

screen and in the soundtrack. 

5.5 Final Conclusions and Future Speculation 

Throughout the twentieth and early years of the twenty-first century, Medieval, 

fantasy, and Viking soundtracks were, fundamentally, one homogenous musical genre. 
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However, within a decade, the character of a Viking sound has radically changed. This 

development can be traced through three chronological yet overlapping phases. The first 

is representative of the wider Medieval-esque sound established in the twentieth 

century, characterised by dramatic orchestral and choral motifs, and reminiscent of 

Romantic-era operatic works, ending in around 2014 with the release of the final The 

Hobbit film. The second is an intermediary period, spanning 2013—2019. during which 

this dramatic musical quality becomes more intimate and personal, however still 

retaining many of the hallmarks of the previous established soundscape. The third and 

final phase, beginning in 2015, is what can be deemed an authentic Viking sound at the 

time of writing. It is one that taps into the darker themes present in contemporary 

Viking media. It is characterised by small instrumental textures which create a more 

intimate sound and highlight a wider range of musical timbres. Vocals are primarily in 

old languages, or languages which have a similar linguistic quality. There is an 

inevitable use of folk motifs and traditional instruments, which give the impression of a 

tangible link to the nebulous past. These are often used in combination of electronic 

instruments, amplifications, or sound effects, creating unusual and highly specific 

atmospheres which match the narrative on screen or in game. 

One final, inevitable question is raised. Having traced musical developments to 

this point, what is the future for Viking soundtracks? In light of the data presented and 

trends outlined in this thesis, here are some speculations of how these might continue. 

There is now an established difference between Viking soundtracks, and those 

used in the wider Medieval and fantasy genres. Now that this distinction has become 

cemented within audience expectations, this is likely to continue. As audience demands 

for historical accuracy within historical media continue, tropes that provide a tangible 

sense of accuracy — the use of folk instruments, diegetic music, strategic silence, and 

Nordic languages, new and old — will undoubtedly continue to feature in soundtracks. 

The link between heroism and horns has clearly stood the test of time, and, as such, is 
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unlikely to drift away from audience consciousness after over a millennium of 

association. 

Given the success of the media outlined in this thesis and mentioned above, it is 

unlikely that the commercial appeal of the Viking Age will dissipate anytime soon, and 

the future of Viking soundtracks will undoubtedly be an exciting journey into 

reimagined musical authenticity. 
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